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4 HYDRAULIC MODEL DETAILS 

4.19 NAAS MODEL 

4.19.1 General Hydraulic Model Information 

(1) Introduction: 

The Eastern CFRAM Flood Risk Review (IBE0600Rp0016_Flood Risk Review) highlighted Naas in the 

Liffey catchment as an AFA for fluvial flooding based on a review of historic flooding and the extents of 

flood risk determined during the PFRA. 

The Naas model represents a network of tributaries affecting the Naas AFA which flow into the middle 

reaches of the River Liffey. These include the Naas Stream, Bluebell, Broadfield, Oldtown and Ploopluck 

watercourses, amongst others. The catchments are complex and are connected to and traverse the Grand 

Canal (Naas and Corbally Branch) at various locations. In discharging to the Liffey, all of these 

watercourses must also pass under the M7.  As such these watercourses serve as outfall points for the 

drainage system of the motorway, although these outfall points are downstream of the AFA extents. Upon 

inspection of the FSU, catchments were identified that required amendment or delineation.  Due to the flat 

topography, limits of the survey data and interactions with the canal, a site walkover survey and 

discussions with the NRA, EPA, and Waterways Ireland were required to determine the nature of the 

catchments and to ensure that all sources of inflow to the fluvial network are accurately represented in the 

model.  

No models exist upstream of the Naas model.  The Naas model extends downstream, eastwards and 

northwards, to a series of confluences with the River Liffey, which inflow to the Clane model to the east 

and to the Lower Morell for the Turnings / Killeenmore model to the north.  The downstream boundary 

conditions for the Naas model are based on the Q-h boundaries generated at these downstream reaches 

where appropriate and constant water levels based in the event of canal water levels. The sensitivity of the 

model to downstream water levels at the confluences with the major rivers is tested in 4.19.4 and where 

the flood extents from the Liffey exceed those generated in the Naas model these are taken forward for 

mapping.  An illustration of the model is presented in Figure 4.19.1. 

The Naas stream (25 km2) is largest of the model’s catchments and emanates from the foothills of the 

Wicklow Mountains south of the town. The Broadfield watercourse is the main contributing sub-catchment 

which flows from the south through the lakes adjacent to the Ballymore Road in the south of the town 

before joining the Naas stream near the town centre. The Naas Stream then flows to the north past the 

Octagon Pond system which it feeds via a system of sluice gates and weirs before discharging to the 

canal (Naas Corbally Branch) to the west of Oldtown Demesne. A number of watercourses / ditches 

adjacent to the canal are fed from overflows which transfer flow between canal sections, bypassing the 

lock gates. The final section of the watercourse located between the canal and the Liffey does not seem to 

be fed from the canal and is thought to be a drainage link under the canal for the partly urbanised 
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catchment to the east. The Naas Stream catchment is relatively flat (S1085 = 5m/km) and is urbanised in 

its lower reaches. The upper reaches are almost entirely pasture. 

The Ploopluck and Oldtown watercourses drain the area (4km2) of flat pastures to the north of the town 

centre bounded by the canal and Caragh Road to the south and east. The area is drained by a network of 

field drains with minimal gradient. The area is in parts recently urbanised.  

The Bluebell Watercourse catchment can be considered to be split with the upper part of the catchment 

emanating from the pastures to the south west of the town. The watercourse flows in a north easterly 

direction where it turns right as part of a system to feed the canal. This system flows into the canal quay 

via a culverted section in the centre of Naas. Although there is a ditch linking the upper portion of the 

Bluebell watercourse through the Jigginstown Commercial Centre to the rest of the Bluebell stream it is 

clear from the survey data and site walkover survey that the flow under normal conditions all goes to feed 

the canal, although there may be an overflow route at times of flood via the ditch. The Bluebell 

watercourse from the Newbridge Road onwards is fed from two sources: 

1) Drainage network of the Jigginstown area in the west of Naas. 

2) A watercourse emanating from the canal embankment which acts as a canal overflow and drains 

the rural area of Jigginstown to the south of the Newbridge Road. 

There is one gauging station located on the modelled reaches located on the Ploopluck / Oldtown 

watercourse called Osberstown House (09042 – EPA). Only two years of continuous flow records was 

available at this gauging station for the period 2009 – 2011 and as such the record was not suitable for the 

derivation of Qmed. A catchment rainfall run-off model was developed for this gauging station using the 

delineated catchment based on the surveyed watercourse information, the EPA blue line network, 

orthophotography and the national digital height model (NDHM). Attempts were made to calibrate the 

model to the limited gauge record at Osberstown House in order to simulate a longer flow trace but 

acceptable calibration could not be achieved with flow peaks much lower within the catchment rainfall run-

off model than were recorded at the gauging station. 

In the absence of a suitably long gauged record of high certainty or a rainfall run-off model estimates must 

be based on catchment descriptor based methods. For the smaller catchments (less than 25km2) 

estimates of Qmed have been based on the IH124 catchment descriptor equation with many of the 

catchment descriptors from the undelineated and incorrectly delineated catchments having been derived 

from aerial photography, the Corine land use database, the national digital height model and nearby 

hydrologically similar FSU catchments. The total catchment of the Naas stream is just over 25km2 and as 

such an estimate of the total Qmed was derived using the FSU 7 variable equation (FSU WP 2.3). This 

estimate was found to be slightly lower than the IH124 derived estimate. A review of the nearest 

hydrologically similar and geographically closest pivotal sites was undertaken in order to review the 

performance of the FSU PCD equation for similar catchments. The Killeen Road and Griffeen gauging 

stations both within HA09 were found to be geographically close and the 2nd and 3rd most hydrologically 
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similar nationally. Both pivotal sites suggest adjustment of the FSU PCD estimate upwards and as such a 

cumulative adjustment factor of 1.16 was applied to the total estimate of flow in the Naas catchment. 

Following adjustment the estimate was found to be a very close match to the IH124 derived estimate for 

the Naas Stream catchment and as such provides some confidence that the IH124 method is accurately 

estimating the Qmed in the smaller sub-catchments around Naas 

The model also includes the upper reaches of the Morell catchment including the Hartwell and 

Haynestown tributaries and also a number of smaller tributaries (Johnstown, Westown, Tobertom and 

Stands watercourses). These watercourses were not considered as part of the Naas model at the 

conceptualisation stage, but were later added in order to get a complete picture of the flood extent in the 

entire urban area. This portion of the model is well gauged with one gauging station on the modelled 

extents and one just downstream with flow data available. The data is of varying quality but neither of the 

stations was taken forward for use in the Flood Studies Update (FSU), i.e. having a rating classification of 

B or more.  The flow data available at these gauging stations could not be used to derive the index flood 

flow (Qmed) with a high level of confidence, due to uncertainty in the rating and the short record lengths 

available.  At both stations catchment rainfall run-off (NAM) models have been developed for the 

catchment using rainfall data applied to the model from the nearby hourly rainfall gauge at Casement and 

the gauge adjusted hourly sums which have been processed from the rainfall radar at Dublin Airport. 

These models are calibrated against the aforementioned gauging stations whereby the short amount of 

hydrometric data available is used for calibration. The result of this is that continuous flow data has been 

simulated for the period of 1964 – 2009 and an AMAX series extracted.  This value is used to define the 

index flood flow value at the gauging stations and to derive an adjustment factor at the gauging stations 

which can be applied as a pivotal site adjustment to the ungauged catchment descriptor based estimates 

upstream where appropriate. 

Following initial hydraulic modelling as part of the Turnings / Killeenmore AFA it was evident that design 

flows for the upper Morell catchment were too low. Historical events could not be replicated within the 

model and the sum of the inflows in the model was not sufficient to reach the check flows in the lower 

Morell. These check flows at HEPs, also based on NAM models at the gauging stations downstream, 

could not be met using the design flows derived at and upstream of the Kerdiffstown House  gauging 

station (09044_RPS). As a result a review was undertaken of the hydrological analysis and catchment 

delineation. Following review of the delineated catchments it became clear that the catchment for the 

Morell to the Kerdiffstown House gauging station (09044_RPS) was incorrect. This catchment did not 

include the Hartwell River catchment which was thought to discharge into the Morell River downstream of 

the gauging station. As a result a significant portion of the catchment was not included in the NAM 

catchment run-off model and the initial peak flows appear to have been underestimated. The channel and 

cross section survey of the Hartwell River confirms that the river joins the Morell upstream of the gauging 

station. Therefore the NAM based Qmed value and adjustment factor for the Morell catchment to the 

Kerdiffstown House gauging station (09044_RPS) were discarded and the ungauged catchment descriptor 

based estimates of flows on the upper Morell were adjusted based on the Morell Bridge gauging station 
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downstream (09024_RPS). 

The lower reaches of the Morell River and its tributaries are discussed in the Turnings/Killeenmore model 

chapter (Chapter 4.21. 

All of the modelled watercourses are identified as HPWs (High Priority Watercourses), with the exception 

of the upstream reach of River Hartwell (Morell catchment) which is modelled as 1D. The area has been 

therefore almost entirely modelled as 1D-2D, using the MIKE suite software. This approach is also 

considered the most appropriate given the high level of urbanization in the area.  

(2) Model Reference: HA09_NAAS6B 

(3) AFAs included in the model: NAAS 

(4) Primary Watercourses / Water Bodies (including local names): 

Reach ID            Name 

09BLUE              BLUEBELL 

09BLUA              BLUEBELL A 

09BROA             BROADFIELD 

09CRAD             CRADOCKSTOWN 

09HART              HARTWELL 

09HAYN              HAYNESTOWN (a.k.a. Annagall) 

09JOHN              JOHNSTOWN 

09LAKE              LAKES 

09MORE             MORELL 

Reach ID            Name 

09NAAS              NAAS 

09NAAS_A          NAAS A 

09NCSS              NAAS CANAL SUPPLY STREAM 

09OLDT               OLDTOWN 

09PLOO               PLOOPLUCK 

09STAN               STANDS 

09TOBE              TOBERTOM 

09WLST              WESTOWN 

09ANNA              ANNAGALL CUT 

(a) 1D Domain:  
MIKE 11 (2011) 

(b) 2D Domain:  
MIKE 21 - Rectangular Mesh 
(2011) 

(c) Other model elements: 
MIKE FLOOD (2011) 
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4.19.2 Hydraulic Model Schematisation  

(1) Map of Model Extents:  

 

Figure 4.19.1:  Map of Model Extents  
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Figure 4.19.2:  Map of Model Extents in Vicinity of the AFA  

Figure 4.19.1 illustrates the extent of the modelled catchment (Naas basin), river centre line, HEP 

locations, hydraulics infrastructure and AFA extents as applicable.  The Naas model catchment 

contains 15 Upstream Limit HEPs, 2 Downstream Limit HEPs, 5 Intermediate HEPs, 3 Gauging 

Station HEPs and 11 Trib HEPs.  A map zoomed into the AFA itself is shown in Figure 4.19.2. 
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The area analysed from the Morell catchment includes the rivers Morell, Haynestown and Hartwell 

(plus minor tributaries), terminating slightly downstream of the junction of these rivers. It  should be 

noted that the model terminates upstream of the gauging station HEP (09044_RPS) but for the 

purposes of the anchoring of the modelled flows the hydrological estimates for this HEP can be 

considered the same as those which would be expected at the downstream limits of the Morell portion 

of the model.  For the model of the remaining part of the Morell catchment, refer to Chapter 4.21.  

(2) x-y Coordinates of River (Upstream extent): 

River Name X Y 

09BLUE    BLUEBELL 287860 219036 

09BLUA BLUEBELL A 287671 218873 

09BROA         BROADFIELD 289796 215227 

09CRAD   CRADOCKSTOWN 290846 218525 

09HART HARTWELL 294993 220547 

09HAY    HAYNESTOWN 294111 219135 

09JOHN JOHNSTOWN 292198 220993 

09LAKE LAKES 289467 218519 

09MORE MORELL 292410 216389 

09NAAS NAAS 291829 217703 

09NAAS_A NAAS A 288451 222492 

09NCSS    NAAS CANAL SUPPLY STREAM 288151 217442 

09OLDT OLDTOWN 288387 220696 

09PLOO PLOOPLUCK 287165 219778 

09STAN STANDS 290999 219674 

09TOBE TOBERTOM 292577 221427 

09WLST     WLSTOWN 292348 220371 

09ANNA ANNAGALL CUT 292662.5

 

220269.12 
 

(3) Total Modelled Watercourse Length: 42.1  km (approx.) 

(4) 1D Domain only Watercourse 
Length: 

3.5 km 

(approx.) 

(5) 1D-2D Domain 
Watercourse Length: 

38.6  km 

(approx.) 

(6) 2D Domain Mesh Type / Resolution / Area: Square / 5 metres / 95 km2 (included land 

value cells). 

(7) 2D Domain Model Extent: 
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Figure 4.19.3:  Extent of 2D Model Domain 

Figure 4.19.3 represents the modelled extents and the general topography of the catchment within 

the 2D model domain.  The river centre-line is shown in cyan with red areas representing blocked 

cells i.e. river centre lines, buildings or the area beyond the 2D model domain. Buildings have been 

blocked out from the mesh such that they are represented as impermeable structures within the 2D 

domain (see Section 3.3.2). The 2D domain was generated using LiDAR survey data and created as 

a 5m grid rectangular mesh.  No post processing was required to the topography file. Changes in the 

vertical scale of this map are outlined by the index; all levels have been set to OD Malin (metres). 

Figure 4.19.4 provides an overview of the model schematisation. Figure 4.19.5 to Figure 4.19.7 show 

detailed views. The overview diagram covers the model extents, showing the surveyed cross-section 

locations, AFA boundary and river centre line. It also shows the area covered by the 2D model 

domain. The detailed areas are provided where there is the most significant risk of flooding. These 

diagrams include the surveyed cross-section locations, AFA boundary and river centrelines. They 

also show the location of the critical structures as discussed in Section 4.19.3, along with the location 

and extent of the links between the 1D and 2D models.  For clarity in viewing cross-section locations, 

      Modelled River Centreline 
      AFA Boundary 
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the model schematisation diagrams show the full extent of the surveyed cross-sections.  Note that the 

1D model considers only the cross-section between the 1D-2D links. 

The upstream extents of all of the modelled watercourses, where they extend outside the AFA, have 

been modelled at least 500m upstream of the AFA extents. There are no models upstream and the 

watercourses are modelled to where they either meet the Liffey (Clane model) or overlap the 

Turnings / Killeenmore (Morell) model downstream. 

 

Figure 4.19.4:  Overview of Model Schematisation  
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Figure 4.19.5:  Model Schematisation of watercourses in the centre of Naas 

 
Figure 4.19.6:  Model Schematisation of Morell reach adjacent to upstream Naas Stream 
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Figure 4.19.7:  Model Schematisation of a Morell and tributaries through Johnstown 

(8) Survey Information 

(a) Survey Folder Structure: 

First Level Folder Second Level 
Folder 

Third Level Folder 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09BLU

E 

Naas 

Murphy: Surveyor Name 

E09: Eastern CFRAM Study Area,  

Hydrometric Area 09 

M06B: Model Number  

09BLUE: River Reference 

WP4 : Work Package5 

Version: Most up to date 

120801– Date Issued (01ST AUG 2012) 

SS V0_09BLUE_GIS and 

Floodplain Photos 

V0_09BLUE_GIS 

and Floodplain 

Photos 

Flood_Plane_Photos_and_Sh

apefiles 

V0_09BLUE_Photos 09BLUE00009_DN 

Photos (Naming 

convention is in the 

format of Cross-

Section ID and 

orientation - 

upstream, 

downstream, left 
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bank or right bank) 

(b) Survey Folder References: 
Reach ID       Name File Ref. 

09BLUE         BLUEBELL Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09BLUE 

09BROA        BROADFIELD Murphy_E09_M06_WP4_120830_09BROA 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09BROA_A 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09BROA_B 

09CRAD        CRADOCKSTOWN Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09CRAD 

09HART         HARTWELL Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09HART 

09HAY            HAYNESTOWN Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_130325_09HAYN 

Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_130325_09HAYN_A 

09JOHN          JOHNSTOWN Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120801_09JOHN 

09LAKE          LAKES Murphy_E09_M06_WP4_120801_09LAKE 

09MORE         MORELL Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09MORE_A 

Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09MORE_B 

Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09MORE_C 

09NAAS          NAAS Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09NASS 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09NASS_B 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09NASS_C 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120830_09NASS_D 

09NAAS          NAAS_A Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120801_09NASS_A 

09NCSS         NAAS CANAL SUPPLY 

STREAM 

Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120830_09NCSS 

09OLDT          OLDTOWN Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120830_09OLDT 

09PLOO          PLOOPLUCK Murphy_E09_M06B_WP4_120830_09PLOO 

09STAN           STANDS Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09STAN 

09TOBE          TOBERTOM Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120830_09TOBE 

09WLST          WLSTOWN Murphy_E09_M07_WP4_120801_09WLST 
 

(9) Other data received 

In addition to the survey data provided as part of the Study an additional flood relief bypass channel 

constructed between the Haynestown (also known locally as the Annagall) and the Morell River was 
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noted. This channel is called the Annagall Cut and is not thought to have been constructed at the time 

of the survey. The survey field work was undertaken in April 2012 whereas the photographs of the 

newly constructed Annagall Cut flood relief channel indicate that construction was completed in early 

2013. In light of this Kildare County Council supplied RPS with 3D georeferenced drawings of the 

location and level of the bank lines and channel invert, as constructed photographs and an 

accompanying Flood Relief Study Report titled ‘Johnstown Flood Relief Study – Preliminary Report’ 

(Kilgallen and Partners Consulting Engineers Ltd., June 2008).  The drawings were used to produce 

section information which was used to define the channel within the 1D portion of the model. 

(10) Survey Issues: 

Examination of the survey data and site walkover survey indentified that there were a number of 

issues to be resolved regarding the course and direction of the surveyed watercourses. Furthermore 

additional information was required relating to upstream and downstream conditions which were likely 

to have a significant impact on the modelled / mapped extents. This Study does not look specifically 

at flooding which emanates from the Grand Canal which is operated by Waterways Ireland. However 

at a number of locations the canal interacts with the modelled watercourses and as such further 

information in relation to the canal was required. 

Not all of the information required additional survey to be undertaken and a number of the issues 

were resolved following additional investigation and liaison with a number of statutory bodies. The 

issues are summarised below including the resolution and the additional surveyed sections where 

these were required: 

1.  The route of the Naas Stream and its outfall were initially unclear. Analysis of gauging station 

records (09042) and photographs suggested the Naas stream diverted underground (and under 

the canal) to the Oldtown watercourse. The initial survey information did not indicate any 

linkage.Information provided by Waterways Ireland shows that the Naas Stream does in fact 

discharge into the Grand Canal Naas Branch between lock gates 2 and 3. EPA records 

previously counted the Naas Stream catchment as being within the catchment of the 

Osberstown House gauging station (09042). The EPA has now amended this in light of these 

investigations. The surveyed river centreline is therefore considered to be correct (see Figure 

4.19.9). 

2. The linkage between the end of the Naas Canal Supply Stream entering the town from the south 

west (linking the upper Bluebell watercourse catchment to the canal) was not initially surveyed.  

This was required to determine the downstream boundary conditions. To resolve this 

underground section between the inlet headwall and the canal quay in the centre of Naas was 

interpolated and a cross section across the canal quay was surveyed as shown in Figure 4.19.8. 
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Figure 4.19.8:  Additional survey required at Naas canal harbour 

3. The watercourse identified as part of the Naas Stream and labelled 09NAAS_A (between the 

canal and Liffey downstream of the AFA) did not appear to be the link between the Naas Stream 

and the River Liffey. Site investigation found the watercourse bed to be dry on the date of the site 

visit at a time when there was significant flow in the portions of the Naas Stream upstream. It was 

therefore evident that this is not part of the Naas Stream but instead is a separate watercourse 

likely to emanate from by the partly urbanised catchment to the south and west from where it is 

piped under the canal. This reach was initially specified for survey as it appeared to provide 

linkage of HPW (Naas Stream) through to the Liffey, which it does not. It is therefore considered 

appropriate that the natural catchment and the maximum hydraulic capacity of the 300mm inlet 

pipe are used as the basis for hydrological input to this watercourse. No additional survey was 

therefore required. 

4. The watercourse identified as part of the Naas Stream and labelled 09NAAS_B was not directly 

connected to the Naas Stream in the original survey (appears to be fed from a canal overflow and 

discharges back into the canal downstream). Site investigation and discussions with Waterways 
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Ireland confirmed that the watercourse is fed from a canal overflow. It was therefore considered 

appropriate that the Naas Stream be modelled continuously, through the portion of the canal 

between lock gates 2 and 3, to its final outfall to the canal below the first lock gate (referred to by 

Waterways Ireland as N1). As a result canal cross sections between lock gates 2 and 3 were 

surveyed as shown in Figure 4.19.9 such that the Naas Stream could be modelled continuously 

through the canal. 

 
Figure 4.19.9:  Additional survey required through canal 

5. There appeared to be further inflows / outflows between canal and the natural watercourses 

which were not captured in the initial survey. Following site walkover survey and information 

received from Waterways Ireland it was ascertained that there is one further (additional to Naas 

Stream) significant overflow point from the canal to the Bluebell watercourse in the Jigginstown 

area. This overflow also seemed to meet a ditch which drains agricultural lands to the south of the 

canal. The drainage ditch, canal overflow outlet pipe and a canal cross section were surveyed. 
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Figure 4.19.10:  Additional survey to capture canal overflow to Bluebell Stream 

6. The attenuation pond which is on the line of Oldtown watercourse was not surveyed. It was 

initially considered that this may be part of the N7 / M7 drainage system but discussions with the 

NRA and provision of road drainage system outfall locations identified that this was not the case. 

Discussions with Kildare County Council ascertained that this attenuation pond was constructed 

to serve the ongoing Millennium Park development. At present the pond receives very little 

hardstanding area and the catchment upstream is small. As such its representation within the 2D 

extents of the model, where its dimensions above the water surface on the date of the survey are 

represented, was considered to be sufficient and no additional survey was required. 

7. Following completion of the draft Turnings / Killeenmore model which included the upper reaches 

of the Morell (now part of this model) it was noted that the model did not include the Annagall Cut, 

a flow diversion channel constructed by Kildare County Council as part of flood relief works for 

Johnstown. This channel was completed in March 2013 and as such was not completed at the 

time of survey in September 2012. To ensure that modelling of the upper Morell considered the 

effect of these recently completed works it was decided that the upper portions of the Morell be 
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split from the Turnings / Killeenmore model (which was accelerated ahead of the Naas model) 

and analysed within the Naas model. A photograph of the completed channel is shown in Figure 

4.19.11. 

 

Figure 4.19.11:  Annagall Cut looking downstream (March 2013) 

The channel is located wholly outside of the AFA extents and flooding from the channel does not 

reach the AFA (confirmed through modelling). As such flood risk emanating directly from the channel 

is not a significant consideration for this Study. However the hydrological impact of the channel on the 

transfer of flow from the Haynestown to the Morell, and to a lesser extent to the Johnstown and 

Westown watercourses, is significant and as such its performance in the transfer of flows must be 

adequately captured. 

Kildare County Council provided drawings of the channel which included the line and level of the 

channel invert, top of bank level and toe of embankment level (where the embankment is raised 

above the existing ground level). These have been considered appropriate for the purposes of the 

study given the channel is outside of the AFA. There are also two bridges across the channel for 

which only plan drawings were provided (Figure 4.19.12). Both structures are not considered to be 

critical to flooding in the AFA and their inclusion in the model is primarily to ensure that the transfer of 

flows from the Haynestown to the Morell, and to a lesser extent the Westown and Johnstown 

watercourses, is accurately captured. Therefore the dimensions of these structures were estimated 

based on the plan and photographs of the structures. The representation of the bridges is considered 

appropriate for the purposes of the Study. 
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Figure 4.19.12:  Annagall Cut Bridges (March 2013) 

4.19.3 Hydraulic Model Construction 

(1) 1D Structures (in-channel along 
modelled watercourses):   

See Appendix A.1 

Number of Bridges and Culverts: 140 

Number of Weirs: 15 (plus 81 structure overspill weirs) 

The structures along the modelled reaches have been defined based on the cross sectional survey 

information relating to the modelled reaches, photographs and site walkover survey. Details of culvert inlet 

and outlet headwall structures have been defined based on the surveyed cross sections and photographs. 

Discussion on modelling approaches for structures is included in Chapter 3.4.3 and maps showing the 

location of critical structures within this model are shown in Figure 4.19.5 to Figure 4.19.7. 

Critical Structures: 

09BROA00088I – 09BROA00066J 

These cross sections on the Broadfield River represent the inlet and outlets of a long (280m) culvert running 

from the Lakelands area to the Millbrook area. The culvert has been defined within the 1D domain of the 

model as a 1m diameter circular section as this is the most restrictive profile of the culvert based on the inlet 

and outlet surveyed cross sections. Photographs of the inlet and outlet structures are shown in Figure 

4.19.13 and the schematisation of this area within the model is shown in Figure 4.19.5. 
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Figure 4.19.13:  Culvert inlet (left) at 09BROA00088I and outlet (right) at 09BROA00066J 

Flooding emanating from the lake just upstream of the culvert inlet is evident in the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP 

modelled events indicating that the capacity of the culvert is exceeded in all events. The most significant 

flood route is from the left bank of lake and flood waters then flow through the roads of Lakelands and 

Sunday’s Well before either discharging back into the Broadfield River or crossing the Mornington Road and 

discharging into the Naas Stream. 

09BROA00048D, 09BROA00047D, 09BROA00046D and 09BROA00044D 

These cross sections IDs represent a series of three footbridges and a road bridge over a canalised section 

of the Broadfield River at Millbrook Court. The bridges have been defined within the 1D domain of the model 

based on their surveyed cross section profile and width. The bridges have been assigned Manning’s n values 

of 0.013 – 0.015. A photograph showing two of the structures is shown in Figure 4.19.14. 

 

Figure 4.19.14:  Series of Pedestrian Bridges on Broadfield River at 09BROA00045 looking upstream 
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The bridges are closely spaced (8 – 20m apart) and as such they are considered to act in a cumulative way 

during flood flows. As the presence of three pedestrian bridges and one road bridge in a tract of only 65 m 

along the Broadfield watercourse (see section 4.19.3 (1), Figure 4.19.14) generated numerous instabilities, 

this area has not been linked to the 2D model. The modelled output can be considered reliable in this area, 

as the unlinked tract is relatively short and the upstream and downstream spills are sufficient for a realistic 

representation of the flooded area.  This is evident during the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP events where flooding 

along the bank lines just upstream and downstream of the bridges fills a well defined depression in the 

topography in the Millbrook Court area. 

 

09NASS00305D 

This section refers to an arch culvert on the lower reaches of the Naas Stream located to the right of Mill 

Lane approaching the canal from the town centre. The culvert is located within the Oldtown Demesne area of 

Naas along a flat reach of the Naas Stream. As a result the culvert is usually largely submerged as shown in 

the photograph in Figure 4.19.15. The structure has been defined within the 1D domain of the model based 

on the surveyed cross section. The schematisation of this area within the model is shown in Figure 4.19.5. 

 

Figure 4.19.15:  Culvert inlet on the Naas Stream at 09NASS00305D 

During the 10% AEP modelled event flooding is evident directly upstream of the culvert along the right bank 

of the Naas Stream. This flooding develops in the marshland adjacent to the watercourse but spreads to 

other parkland within the Demesne and to the canal to the west. In the 1% AEP modelled event this flooding 

is more extensive and during the 0.1% AEP modelled event flood routes develop across agricultural land  

west of the canal and eventually join the extents of the Oldtown watercourse. 
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09NCSS00104I 

This section refers to the culvert at the end of the Naas Canal Supply Stream through which it discharges 

into the canal at Naas Harbour / Quay. The culvert inlet has a square opening which is roughly 800m wide 

and the culvert outlet is submerged in the harbour as shown in Figure 4.19.16. The invert of the inlet is 

similar the water level in the canal on the date of the survey and as such it is considered that there is a 

backwater effect at the culvert. 

 
Figure 4.19.16:  Culvert inlet at downstream end of Naas Canal Supply Stream (left) and outfall at 
Naas Harbour (right) 

During the 10% AEP modelled event flooding is evident directly upstream of the culvert along St Ita’s Place 

and Harbour View before flowing back into the canal at the Harbour. A flood route also develops out of the 

canal and through the flat agricultural land to the north of the harbour and into the Oldtown catchment. This 

flood route becomes more significant and flood flows greater for the 1% and 0.1% AEP event.  

09MORE01255I  

This section refers to the culvert on the Morell River where the river passes under the R410 Blessington 

Road south east of Naas at Seven Springs. At the inlet there are two 0.6m diameter concrete pipes which 

extend for approximately 15m across the road as shown in Figure 4.19.17. 
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Figure 4.19.17:  Culvert inlet on Morell under Blessington Road 

During the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP modelled flood events there is out of bank flooding upstream of the road 

filling a depression which was identified in the survey as dense woodland / bog. This flooding is particularly 

significant as flood waters breach this area and flood across farmland before discharging into the head of the 

Naas Stream which is located approximately 150m to the west of the culvert.  As such restrictions at this 

structure lead to significant flow transfer from the Morell catchment to the Naas Stream. The schematisation 

of this area within the model is shown in Figure 4.19.6. 

09MORE00836D  

This section represents five culverts under the main road (R445) through Johnstown to the east of Naas. The 

section includes two stone arch culverts approximately 2m wide each located in the channel of the Morell 

and three concrete rectangular culverts of approximately 2.5m width located on the right bank in the 

floodplain. The culverts extend approximately 20m under the road. The schematisation of this area within the 

model is shown in Figure 4.19.6 and photographs of the upstream and downstream faces are shown in 

Figure 4.19.18 
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Figure 4.19.18:  Culvert inlet (left) and outlet (right) on Morell under the R445 Johnstown Gardens 

During the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP modelled flood events there is out of bank flooding upstream of the 

culverts resulting from increased in-channel water levels backing up behind the culverts at Johnstown 

Gardens. Despite a number of defences being in place upstream of the culvert out of bank flooding in the 

Johnstown Gardens area is still evident in all events (see Section 4.19.5 (3)).  

09HAYNE00144I  

This twin culvert on the Haynestown River is located 130m downstream of the Annagall Cut bypass channel 

which was designed to transfer flow out of the Haynestown River to the Morell River such that it doesn’t 

reach the twin culvert. The structure has been defined within the 1D domain of the model as two 400mm 

circular culvert sections. The schematisation of this area within the model is shown in Figure 4.19.7.  

 

Figure 4.19.19:  Culvert inlet (left) and outlet (right) on Morell under the R445 Johnstown Garden 
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During the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP modelled scenarios flow exceeds the capacity of the twin 400mm 

concrete culvert despite approximately half of the peak flow being transferred out of the catchment upstream 

of the culvert at the Annagall Cut. This leads to out of bank flow travelling overland and draining into the 

Johnstown and Westown watercourses where it causes flooding downstream in areas of Johnstown which 

are in some instances located behind the recently constructed Morell flood defences. 

(2) 1D Structures in the 2D domain 
(beyond the modelled watercourses): 

None 

(3) 2D Model structures: None 

(4) Defences: 

Type Watercourse Bank Model Start Chainage 
(approx.) 

Model End 
Chainage (approx.) 

WALL 09NAAS LEFT 3904 3956 

WALL 09NAAS RIGHT 3930 3946 

WALL 09MORR LEFT 5710 5821 

WALL 09MORR LEFT 5849 5873 

WALL 09MORR RIGHT 5805 5873 

WALL 09HAYN RIGHT 3526 3571 

EMBANKMENT 09MORR RIGHT 5920 5980 

EMBANKMENT 09MORR LEFT 5920 5980 

EMBANKMENT 09HART RIGHT 2969 3470 

EMBANKMENT 09HART LEFT 2969 3470 
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(5) Model Boundaries - Inflows: 

Full details of the flow estimates are provided in the Hydrology Report (IBE0600Rp0016_HA09 Hydrology 

Report_F02- Section 4.12 and Appendix D).  The boundary conditions implemented in the model are shown 

in Table 4.19.1.   

Table 4.19.1:  Model Boundary Conditions 

 

The upstream boundary of the Broadfield River is represented by the hydrological estimates of flow and 

hydrograph shape located at HEP 09_356_U located at chainage 0. The upstream boundary of the Morell 

River is represented by the hydrological estimates of flow and hydrograph shape located at HEP 

09_540_6_RPS located at chainage 0 on the Morell River.  The 1% AEP hydrographs for the Broadfield and 

Morell Rivers applied at the upstream extents are shown in Figure 4.19.20 and Figure 4.19.21. 
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Figure 4.19.20:  1% AEP Inflow hydrograph for the Broadfield River at chainage 0 

 

Figure 4.19.21:  1% AEP Inflow hydrograph for the Morell River at chainage 0 

As part of the hydrological analysis a total of 44 inflow hydrographs as detailed in Table 4.19.1 were derived 

for input into the model for each design scenario. These range in peak flow value from 0.01 m3/s to 9.8m3/s 

for the 1% AEP design event. A point inflow has been applied to each of the main watercourses within the 
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model at the relevant Upper Limit HEP to account for flows entering these watercourses upstream of this 

location. A distributed source has then been applied evenly to all nodes downstream of the Upper Limit 

HEP’s to account for flow entering the watercourses downstream.  

 

Following derivation of hydrograph shapes and initial modelling, adjustments were made to the timing of the 

hydrographs such that improved anchoring of the modelled flows to the hydrological estimates was achieved 

within the Naas model. The changes generally involved delaying the hydrographs within the Broadfield / 

Naas Stream portion of the model such that hydrograph peak times coincided better. The most significant 

change was made to the Naas Stream inflow hydrographs such that the peak flow in the Naas River 

coincided with the peak flow estimated for the Broadfield River where both watercourses meet, in the centre 

of Naas. This resulted in delays to the Naas Stream hydrographs of approximately five hours. The initial peak 

timing of these hydrographs was estimated based on the physical catchment descriptors of what are fairly 

small catchments. There are no gauging stations on the Naas River such that the peak timing can be verified 

against observed data and as such there is a higher degree of uncertainty in these initial estimates. 

Furthermore there is a wide range of estimated peak times when different hydrograph pivotal sites are 

chosen from a list of hydrologically similar sites and application different pivotal site adjustment to that which 

was initially performed as part of the hydrological analysis would result in a range of peak times in excess of 

the adjustments which have been made. Therefore it was considered appropriate to make these adjustments 

to the smaller inflow hydrographs to the Naas Stream. 

 

No adjustments were made to the hydrograph timings on the Morell portion of the model. The peak timings of 

the inflows to the Morell portion of the model range from 9 to 14 hours. 

(6) Model Boundaries – 
Downstream Conditions: 

There are seven downstream boundaries within the Naas model. Five of 

these boundaries have been defined based on the Q-h relationship of the 

last reach of the modelled watercourse and two boundaries based on a 

defined water level relationship. 

A Q-h boundary has been defined where a backwater effect is not 

considered to be a significant contributor to flood risk within the AFA. A Q-h 

boundary is generated in the MIKE 11 software based on the downstream 

boundary cross section, slope and roughness. A Q-h boundary may also be 

manually entered where a rating curve can be defined for the full range of 

the modelled scenarios although this is highly unlikely to be available 

(observed) for a flood model. 

It may be appropriate for the boundary condition to be tested to ascertain the 

sensitivity of the model to varying downstream water levels or boundary 

types. Where this is the case this is stated and the results of the sensitivity 

analysis presented in 4.19.4. Water level boundaries have been defined 

where the modelled watercourse discharges into the canal. The individual 
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boundaries are discussed below. 

Naas Stream and Broadfield River (chainage 6455) 

A constant water level boundary of 75.66m OD Malin has been specified for the downstream boundary of the 

Naas Stream. This is at the location where the watercourse discharges into the canal below the first (Naas 

Corbally Branch) lock gate. This level represents the surveyed water level (3rd March 2012). The top of bank 

level on the canal cross section at this location is 76.02m OD Malin however the Naas Stream spills into the 

canal over the same bank which effectively acts as a weir. It is considered therefore that the weir / bank 

controls the downstream water level and the Naas Stream reach of the model is not sensitive to the water 

levels in the canal. 

 

Morell and Hartwell Rivers (chainages 6440 and 4349 respectively) 

The modelled extents of the Morell and Hartwell Rivers are located downstream of the M7 / N7 

approximately 8km upstream of the confluence of the Morell River with the River Liffey. The downstream 

boundaries of both Rivers are located relatively far upstream of any lakes or structures which are likely to 

cause a backwater effect. The next structure downstream is the culvert under the Grand Canal but this is 

over 2km downstream. The model extents also significantly overlap the extents of the Turnings / Killeenmore 

model (see Section 4.21) and as such any possible backwater effect is captured within the downstream 

model. 

 

Naas Canal Supply Stream (chainage 2669) 

A constant water level boundary of 89.55m OD Malin has been specified for the downstream boundary of the 

Naas Canal Supply Stream. This is at the location where the watercourse discharges into the harbour 

through the culvert discussed in Section 4.19.3(1). This level represents the top of the quay wall of the 

harbour and was used as the downstream boundary of the model as it is considered that this is the limiting 

factor on water levels in the harbour. This level compares to a water level of 89.22m OD Malin in the harbour 

taken on the date of the cross sectional survey (10th December 2013) and 89.60m OD Malin at the culvert 

inlet upstream of the harbour (11th April 2012). There is not long term gauge data available for assessing 

flood water level frequencies within the harbour but it is considered that this is a reasonable conservative 

approach given the data available. Sensitivity tests on the water level boundary are discussed in 4.19.4. 

 

Bluebell (chainage 4937) 

A Q-h boundary has been specified for the downstream boundary of this watercourse which is located 

approximately 1.5km west of the AFA where the Bluebell watercourse discharges to the Liffey. The invert 

level of the downstream reaches of this watercourse are below the peak flood levels in the River Liffey and 

as such it is considered that flood levels in the Bluebell Stream may be sensitive to water levels in the River 

Liffey. However there are no receptors adjacent to the low lying reaches of the watercourse. Nevertheless 

the effect of Liffey water levels within the stream must be considered and as such the watercourse is subject 

to sensitivity analysis in Section 4.19.4. 
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Ploopluck / Oldtown (chainage 2576) 

A Q-h relationship has been generated for the downstream boundary of this watercourse which is located 

700m north of the AFA where the Ploopluck watercourse discharges to the Liffey. The invert level of the last 

cross section is above the 10% AEP peak modelled water level in the Liffey at the point where the Ploopluck 

discharges and as such it is not considered that flood levels in the Ploopluck watercourse are controlled by 

water levels in the Liffey. The 1% and 0.1% AEP event peak water levels in the Liffey are higher than the 

downstream cross section invert of the Ploopluck however the next section upstream is higher than both and 

there are no receptors adjacent to this last reach which is well downstream of the AFA. Furthermore it is 

considered unlikely that a 0.1% AEP flow in the Ploopluck would occur and peak at the same time as a 0.1% 

AEP event in the Liffey given the variation in the catchments. As such it is not considered that the flood risk 

emanating from the Ploopluck watercourse is potentially sensitive to water levels in the River Liffey. 

 

Naas A (586) 

A Q-h boundary has been specified for the downstream boundary of this watercourse which is located in 

agricultural land downstream of the AFA where the watercourse discharges to the Liffey. The invert level of 

the downstream reaches of this watercourse are below the peak flood levels in the River Liffey and as such it 

is considered that flood levels in the Naas A watercourse may be sensitive to water levels in the River Liffey. 

However there are no receptors adjacent to the watercourse which was included within the Study as it was 

considered to be the downstream reach of the Naas Stream. It is now known that the watercourse is not the 

lower reach of the Naas Stream but rather is an individual small catchment outside the AFA. Nevertheless 

the effect of Liffey water levels within the stream must be considered and as such the watercourse is subject 

to sensitivity analysis in Section 4.19.4. 

(7) Model Roughness: 

(a) In-Bank (1D Domain) Minimum 'n' value: 0.035 Maximum 'n' value: 0.050 

(b) MPW Out-of-Bank (1D) Minimum 'n' value: 0.050 Maximum 'n' value: 0.050 

(c) MPW/HPW Out-of-Bank  

(2D) 

Minimum 'n' value: 0.011 

 

Maximum 'n' value: 0.066 
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Figure 4.19.22:  Map Showing Floodplain Roughness Values in 2D Domain  

Figure 4.19.22 illustrates the roughness values applied within the 2D domain of the model. Roughness in the 

2D domain was applied based on land type areas defined in the CORINE Land Cover Map with 

representative roughness values associated with each of the land cover classes in the dataset.  
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(d) Examples of In-Bank Roughness Coefficients 

 

Figure 4.19.23:  Naas Stream – 09NASS00506J 

Manning’s n = 0.040 

Standard small natural channel with some stones  

 

Figure 4.19.24: Broadfield River  – 09BROA00275 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Standard natural channel with abundant bank growth 

and stones in channel 

 

Figure 4.19.25:  Morell River – 09MORE00964 

Manning’s n = 0.035 

Clean straight main channel with some stones  

 

Figure 4.19.26: Haynestown River  – 

09BROA00026 

Manning’s n = 0.040 

Standard small natural channel with some stones 
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Figure 4.19.27:  Bluebell Stream – 09BLUE00204 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Standard natural channel with abundant bank growth 

and stones in channel 

 

Figure 4.19.28: Naas Canal Supply Stream  – 
09NCSS00048 

Manning’s n = 0.040 

Standard small natural channel with some stones 

 

Figure 4.19.29: Johnstown Stream – 

09JOHN00007 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Standard natural channel with abundant bank growth 

and stones in channel 

 

Figure 4.19.30: Tobertom Stream  – 
09TOBE00039 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Standard natural channel with abundant bank growth 

and stones in channel 

4.19.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

To be completed. 
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4.19.5 Hydraulic Model Calibration and Verification 

(1) Key Historical Floods (from IBE0600Rp0008_HA09 Inception Report_F02), unless otherwise 

specified): 

OCT 2011. In Naas, flooding affected the M7 at Citywest to Naas and the N7/Naas Road was 

also impassable in both directions at Junction 6 Castlewarden. 

The hydrometric gauges which are located within the Naas model are of short record 

(<10 years) and the ratings highly uncertain at flood flows. In light of this an 

estimation of the frequency of the event based on these gauge records is not 

considered useful. A review of the hydrometric data available at the gauging station 

downstream of the modelled extents on the Morell at Morell Bridge (09024) indicated 

that the event had a frequency of between 20-25% AEP although it must be noted 

that there is still a significant amount of uncertainty attached to this frequency given 

that the record is short (10%) and flood flows uncertain. 

Based on rainfall gauges across south Dublin the event was estimated to have a 

rainfall return period of up to a 1% AEP and based on a number of hydrometric 

gauges on small watercourses in south Dublin the event was estimated to have a 

fluvial flood return period of approximately 2% AEP (see Overarching Report on 

October 2011 Flood Event IBE0600Rp0014). The event was centred over the south 

of Dublin and west of Dublin the frequency of the event was found to diminish rapidly. 

Although the flood reports make reference to Naas the locations were flooding has 

been noted are not within the AFA extents and as such there is no information related 

to the event which would validate the model. 

AUG 2008. The historical data indicated that flooding occurred in Co. Kildare in August 2008 as a 

result of heavy and prolonged rainfall. No further information was available for Naas 

regarding this event. 

A review of the hydrometric data available at the gauging station downstream of the 

modelled extents on the Morell at Morell Bridge (09024) indicated that the event had 

a frequency of approximately 50% AEP.  

The reports of flooding are not of sufficient detail to be useable for calibration or 

validation of the model. 

NOV 2000 The report ‘Kill and Johnstown Flood Alleviation Measures Report, June 2002’ for the 

N7 road widening scheme states that the Morell River backed up at Johnstown 

Manor Bridge and caused the upstream water level to rise. Water overtopped the left 

bank, flowed parallel to the farmhouse, down a laneway, across the Old Johnstown 
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Road and into the Garden Centre. A wall in the garden centre had to be knocked 

down to all the floodwater to return to the Morell just upstream of the N7 dual 

carriageway. 

No hydrometric data is available for the event on or just downstream of the modelled 

watercourses. Table 4.1 of the HA09 Inception Report shows an estimated AEP of 

2.5% estimated for the Ryewater at Leixlip (09001) based on hydrometric data. This 

catchment is located approximately 25km to the north of the AFA. Analysis of the 

hydrometric data for the Griffeen catchment at Lucan (09002) puts the event at 

between 1 to 2% AEP. This catchment is closer (12 – 15km) and of a similar size to 

the modelled Morell catchment (where flooding was reported). Based on the 

hydrometric data which is available it is considered that the event had a frequency of 

between 1% and 2% AEP in the Morell catchment. 

A review of the available rainfall data found that 51.4mm of rainfall was recorded at 

the Naas (C.B.S.) gauge on the 5th November 2000. This equates to a 15% AEP. It 

must be noted that daily rainfall data is a limited source of fluvial flood frequency 

where the catchment response is less than 24 hours. It therefore must be assumed 

that the sub-daily event frequency was greater and the fluvial frequency based on 

hydrometric data from neighbouring catchments is a better representation of the flood 

frequency. As such it is considered that the fluvial flood frequency was between 1 to 

2% AEP in the Morell catchment. 

It is difficult to utilise the information from this event for validating the model in the 

Johnstown area. Firstly, the garden centre discussed in the report has moved and is 

now located downstream of the N7. Based on the report ‘Johnstown Flood Relief 

Study’ (Kilgallen and Partners, 2008) the previous location of the garden centre is 

between the N7 and the main road through Johnstown. Secondly there have been a 

number of changes made to the Morell and its tributaries at Johnstown. A number of 

walls and embankments have been constructed and the bridges / culverts upgraded. 

These works are outlined in the aforementioned report. An undefended model has 

been developed whereby the walls and earthen embankment flood defences have 

been removed from the model to ascertain the area which is defended. However this 

does not consider the impact of the upgraded bridges and culverts and as such is not 

considered truly representative of Johnstown at the time of the event. However from 

Figure 4.19.31 it can be seen that the reported flooding and mechanism is apparent 

in the undefended model however it only occurs during the 0.1% AEP scenario. 

There is flooding to the previous garden centre site during the 1% AEP undefended 

scenario but it does not appear to be due to the mechanism that was reported. 
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Figure 4.19.31: Undefended modelled extents / depths in the vicinity of 
Johnstown 

JUN 1993 Widespread flooding occurred across Dublin, Kildare and Wicklow as a result of 

prolonged rainfall beginning on Friday 11th June and lasting for over two days.  

Naas was also affected, with homes flooded in Roselawn estate, in Millbrook and 

Mountain View estate. 

The report ‘Kill and Johnstown Flood Alleviation Measures Report, June 2002’ for the 

N7 road widening scheme states that the Morell caused serious flooding just 

upstream of the Old Johnstown Bridge and at a house at this location flood waters 

were at knee level. The Johnstown Garden Centre was also badly affected. The 

report states that following that following this flood event Kildare County Council 

cleaned out the river channel and some of the culverts in the immediate area. The 

bed of the river was lowered by approximately 150mm. 

No hydrometric data is available for the event on or just downstream of the modelled 

watercourse. Table 4.1 of the HA09 Inception Report shows an estimated AEP of 
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between 10% and 20% estimated for the Ryewater at Leixlip (09001) based on 

hydrometric data. This catchment is located approximately 25km to the north of the 

AFA. Analysis of the hydrometric data for the Griffeen catchment at Lucan (09002) 

puts the event at approximately 2% AEP. This catchment is closer (12 – 15km) and of 

a similar size to the modelled catchments (Morell and Naas / Broadfield). Based on 

the hydrometric data which is available it is considered that the event had a 

frequency of between 10% and 2% AEP and probably closer to 2% AEP. 

A review of the available rainfall data found that 73.7mm of rainfall was recorded at 

the Naas (C.B.S.) daily rainfall gauge on the 11th June 1993. This equates to a rainfall 

event with a frequency of 3% AEP based on the FSU DDF model. It must be noted 

that daily rainfall data is a limited source of fluvial flood frequency where the 

catchment response is less than 24 hours. However taken along with the nearby 

hydrometric data at Lucan the rainfall data supports the conclusion that the event had 

a frequency approaching 2% AEP. 

In all of the modelled scenarios flooding is evident at Millbrook arising from the 

Broadfield River at bridges / culvert inlets. Initial modelling indicated that flooding at 

the Roselawn Estate and Mountain View Estate arising from a combination of the 

Naas Stream / Broadfield River was apparent, however this flooding was only being 

simulated in the 0.1% AEP modelled scenario and as such indicated that further 

adjustment of the model was required to replicate the recorded flooding from the 

June 1993 event in the more frequent modelled scenarios. A review of the model did 

not indicate that the representation of the surveyed data was incorrect.  

A review of model parameters such as roughness co-efficients did not indicate that 

adjustment within reasonable bounds would recreate the observed flooding in the 1% 

or 10% AEP scenarios. The only structure which is thought to be a significant 

contributor to flooding at the reported location is the Naas Stream culvert under the 

Blessington Road (chainage 2029) upstream of the Mountain View estate. Given that 

the twin circular culverts are pre-cast concrete pipes it was considered that the 

Manning’s n roughness value could only be adjusted upwards slightly from 0.013 to 

0.015.  

It is clear from the hydrological analysis (see HA09 Hydrology Report Section 9.1) 

that there is significant uncertainty in the inflows to the model for the Broadfield / 

Naas Stream catchment and a review of the check flows did indicate that the 

combination of the inflow hydrographs was not resulting in the estimated peak 

frequency conditions as predicted. In light of this adjustments were made to the 

hydrograph timings (see Section 4.19.3(5)) such that peak catchment flows in the 

Naas Stream and Broadfield River coincided. This resulted in much better agreement 
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between the reported flooding and considering the estimated frequency of the June 

1993 event with the modelled design events as shown in Figure 4.19.32. 

 

Figure 4.19.32: Modelled extents in the vicinity of Roselawn Estate and 
Mountain View Estate 

As can be seen from the modelled extents flooding is simulated in the modelled 10%, 

1% and 0.1% AEP scenarios in the Roselawn estate. This flooding emanates from 

the right bank of the Naas Stream however it must be noted that there are significant 

overland flows emanating from the Morell and Broadfield catchments which 

contribute to the flow in the Naas Stream in all scenarios. At the Mountain View 

estate a flood route from the Naas Stream is simulated across the front of the estate 

however no properties are flooded. In the 1% AEP scenario however this flood extent 

is much larger and at least 11 properties are shown as flooded. This flood route is 

therefore validated as it develops to the extent to which properties are affected in an 

event which is greater than 10% AEP but less than 1% AEP which is consistent with 

the June 1993 event. 
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The event data in relation to the Johnstown area is difficult to use for the purposes of 

calibration or validation as previously discussed in relation to the November 2000 

event. In particular the stone arch bridge under Johnstown Garden’s was previously 

considered to be the main cause of flooding yet this has been upgraded by Kildare 

County Council (Johnstown Flood Relief Study report, 25th June 2008). Although the 

undefended model does represent a scenario before the defence walls and 

embankments were constructed it does not capture the full affect of elevated water 

levels upstream of the bridge / culvert structures at Johnstown which appear to be a 

major contributor to the June 1993 flood event. 

DEC 1954. Gale force winds, reaching speeds of up to 65mph, and torrential rain caused 

widespread flooding throughout Dublin and parts of Kildare in early December 1954. 

The flooding was reported to be the worst for many years. A surveyor’s report to the 

Dublin City Engineer stated that based on flows in the River Tolka that “such a flood 

has a period of recurrence in excess of 100 years” (greater than a 1% AEP event). 

The River Tolka catchment is located approximately 40km to the north east. 

Hydrometric data contained within the ESB report ‘River Liffey – Flood Control and 

Dam Safety’ contains annual maxima data for the River Liffey to Celbridge 

approximately 10km downstream of Naas. The December 1954 event is the largest 

within a record of 39 years with an estimated peak flow of 155m3/s. A single site flood 

frequency analysis of this data gives an estimated frequency for the event of greater 

than 1% AEP. 

A review of the available rainfall data found that 100mm of rainfall was recorded at 

the Kill daily rainfall gauge just east of Johnstown from the 6th to the 8th December 

1954. This equates to a rainfall event frequency of 5% AEP based on the FSU DDF 

model. It must be noted that daily rainfall data is a limited source of fluvial flood 

frequency where the catchment response would be expected to be less than 24 

hours.  

Considering the available evidence on the frequency of the event it is considered that 

the event may have been as large as 1% AEP within the AFA. However there is a 

high degree of uncertainty in this estimate given the lack of catchment specific data. 

In Naas, a stream overflowed at Poplar Square causing houses and businesses in 

the vicinity to be evacuated following flooding by up 0.6m to 0.9m of water. The street 

level around the Poplar Square area is 91.5mOD Malin which means the floods 

reached a level of approximately 92.23mOD Malin in this region. A second stream 

known as "Callan's River" near New Row and The Harbour also overflowed causing 

adjacent houses to flood. Houses too were cut off by floodwaters at Millbrook and a 

footbridge over the stream washed away as well. Local roads experienced flooding 
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also, namely the Ballymore Eustace Road. 

Poplar Square 

 

Figure 4.19.33: Modelled flood depths in the vicinity of Poplar Square 

As shown in Figure 4.19.33 in all of the modelled scenarios there is out of bank 

flooding emanating from the Naas Stream which affects Poplar Square emanating 

from the Broadfield River and reaching the Square via Corban’s Lane and Friary 

Road. In the 10% AEP modelled event this flooding is restricted to the road and does 

not exceed 300mm. Such flooding is unlikely to be reported as significant flooding 

and may even be partially intercepted by the road drainage system. However in the 

1% AEP scenario this flooding is significant with flood depths of up to 460mm 

simulated in Poplar Square and approximately 10 commercial and residential 

properties affected. In the 0.1% AEP scenario flood depths of over 800mm are 

simulated. Although these flood depths are closer to those which were reported for 

the event, given the significant changes which are likely to have occurred since 1954 

and lack of information regarding the event, it does not represent enough evidence to 

indicate that the model is under predicting the flooding or that the hydrological and 

hydraulic analysis should be adjusted further to increase the flood depths in this area. 

It does however validate the flood mechanism simulated by the model and does 

broadly validate the frequency at which it is simulated, i.e. events in excess of 10% 

AEP. 
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New Row / The Harbour 

The reference to Callan’s River is thought to refer to the Naas Canal Supply Stream 

as there are no other watercourses in the vicinity of the harbour. Flooding in the 

modelled scenarios is shown in Figure 4.19.34. 

 

Figure 4.19.34: Modelled flood extents in the vicinity of The Harbour 

Reports of flooding in relation to the December 1954 event in the vicinity of the 

Harbour are not of sufficient detailed such that they could be considered useable for 

model calibration. The reports in relation to the event make reference to flooding at 

New Row. The model does replicate flooding at the junction of New Row and St. Ita’s 

Place but in none of the scenarios are properties shown to be flooded which are 

located directly off New Row. This is because the topography is such that any 

flooding is channelled down Harbour View and into the canal at The Harbour.  A 

review of historical OSi 25 inch mapping (1887 – 1913) indicates that there were a 

number of properties on New Row which are no longer there (parkland between 

Harbour View Apartments and Crofton Court). This is evidence that there have been 
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changes to the built environment which may have occurred since the 1954 event. In 

relation to the references to the canal overflowing at the Harbour, this is not likely to 

be totally captured in the model. The canal itself is not specifically modelled and is 

only represented within the 2D domain based on the LiDAR data. 

Millbrook 

The report makes reference to houses being cut off at Millbrook. Houses are shown 

as being cut off by flooding emanating from the Broadfield River and the Naas 

Stream in the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP scenarios. Although the event was considered 

to be close to a 1% AEP event the June 1993 event confirms that flooding here would 

be expected in more frequent events approaching 10% AEP. 

Ballymore Road 

The report of flooding on Ballymore Road during the December 1954 event is the 

only report of flooding at this location. Given that the event is reported to have had an 

AEP approaching 1% AEP and the June 1993 event where no flooding was reported 

on Ballymore Road is estimated to have had an AEP of 10 – 20%, the historic 

information provides validation of the 1% and 10% AEP flood extents along 

Ballymore Road (see Figure 4.19.35) 
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Figure 4.19.35: Modelled flood extents in the vicinity of Ballymore Road 

Other 
Information 

Minutes of a meeting between Kildare County Council and ESBI available on 

www.floodmaps.ie notes that “Limited capacity culvert causes occasional flooding at 

hotel on the Newbridge Road”. 

The Newbridge Road is a continuation of New Row and it can be assumed that this 

refers to the culverted portion of the Naas Canal Supply Stream which runs under the 

junction as discussed previously in relation to the 1954 event. The Harbour Hotel 

which is located at the corner is predicted to be inundated in the 10%, 1% and 0.1% 

AEP modelled scenarios as shown in Figure 4.19.36 which is consistent with the 

minutes of the meeting. 

http://www.floodmaps.ie/
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Figure 4.19.36: Modelled flood extents in the vicinity of the Harbour Hotel 

Summary of Calibration 

There are a limited number of historic flood events to calibrate the model and detail relating to affected 

areas, flood extents and estimated return periods is fairly sparse. There are however two historic events, 

June 1993 and December 1954, where information in relation to the location of flooding along with some 

supporting information on the cause and at one location, the recorded depth of the flooding is available. 

Initial modelling of the events indicated that the model was under predicting the flood extents at a number 

of locations based on the observed flooding of the June 1993 and December 1954 events both of which 

are estimated to have had a frequency greater than 10% AEP and as much as 1% AEP. At Roselawn, 

Mountain View, Poplar Square, Ballymore Eustace Road and at the Harbour Hotel flooding was recorded 

yet the model was initially only predicting flooding for the 0.1% AEP event. Following a review of the model 

roughness parameters and the representation of the surveyed information was checked and adjusted to 

increase water levels in the model within reasonable bounds. However it was clear that the model required 

adjustment to the model inflows to achieve the required flooding. The design flow estimates were 

highlighted in the Hydrology Report as of high uncertainty given the lack of gauged flood flow data for 

which there was confidence in the Naas portions of the watercourse (excluding the Morell catchment). As 
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such the hydrograph timing was reviewed and it was found that when the peak flow hydrographs were 

adjusted such that times to peak coincided then the observed flooding was replicated. Although this 

predominantly involved adjustment to the inflows it is considered that this phase of the model development 

represents calibration. 

For the June 1993 event the three locations discussed along with the estimation of the frequency of the 

event provide validation of the modelled flooding at all locations. In relation to the December 1954 event 

the observed flooding was replicated in three out of five locations for the comparable frequency event. At 

the Harbour it was reported that flooding came from the canal (which is not directly represented in the 

model) and at New Row many of the properties no longer exist. The nearby Harbour Hotel is shown to be 

at significant risk in the 10% and 1% AEP modelled events and this is consistent with a local authority 

report. There is one instance of recorded flood depth and this is for the 1954 event where a depth was 

reported in Poplar Square. The model appears to be correctly replicating the extents but to achieve the 

depth which has been reported would require design flows in line with a 0.1% AEP event. There is no 

other evidence that suggests the design flows are underestimated and given that the event was 60 years 

ago and there is significant uncertainty as to whether the current model would be totally representative of 

that time, there is not enough evidence to warrant calibrating the model to achieve flood depths in Poplar 

Square as where reported. 

The Johnstown area (Morell catchment) of the AFA has been subject to significant flood relief works by 

Kildare County Council as detailed in Johnstown Flood Relief Study (Kilgallen and Partners 2008). In light 

of this none of the event data reflects the situation regarding the Morell and its tributaries within the 

Johnstown area as it currently is / as surveyed. However a review of the hydrological analysis in this 

portion of the model found that the model inflows, which were largely based on a catchment rainfall runoff 

model to the short record gauging station at Kerdiffstown House (HEP: 09044_RPS), were based on a 

catchment delineation that did not include the Hartwell tributary catchment and as such flood flows were 

considered to be under represented in the initial model. Following review the rainfall runoff model based 

flows were removed from consideration and the Morell catchment flows to Johnstown based on a 

significant upwards adjustment from the Morell Bridge gauging station further downstream. 

Even with these changes to the design flows the undefended model when compared with the observed 

event data provides limited validation of the undefended model in the Johnstown area given that there 

have been other changes to the structures / channel along the model over and above the flood defence 

walls / embankments. However the undefended model broadly shows the same areas flooded, albeit in 

the 0.1% AEP as opposed to the more frequent events which have been observed. This would be 

expected given that the undefended model still has the larger bridge / culvert structure openings that 

reflect the present day scenario. 

In addition to the calibration / validation which has been undertaken in relation to flood event data the 

model has been calibrated to the observed data at the gauging station on the modelled watercourse for 

which there is sufficient data available, Osberstown House (HEP: 09042_RPS) and Broguestown (HEP: 
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09027_RPS). This is discussed in Section 4.19.5(4) where it can be shown that the model is reasonably 

well calibrated at these locations. The data available at both stations is generally low flow and calibration 

is largely controlled by the weir co-efficients. As such it has not been possible to adjust parameters 

elsewhere in the model based on the lessons learned at the gauging stations. i.e. calibration is very 

localised at the gauging station locations 

Initial modelling indicated the flood levels were too low throughout the model and although it was 

ascertained that this was primarily due to estimates of inflow it was considered that the structure and 

channel roughness co-efficients should be reviewed and revised accordingly. The final in channel 

roughness co-efficients which were taken forward are outlined in Section 4.19.3(7c). These roughness co-

efficients were generally increased from the initial estimates towards upper limits were this considered 

reasonable, given the information available relating to the reach. 

In relation to structures a similar approach was taken across the model. The final Manning’s n values for 

structures are detailed in Appendix A.1 but many of these values were adjusted upwards largely to aid 

better agreement with the observed flooding. Out of 140 culvert structures 61 were adjusted upwards by 

between 7 and 54%. 

The modelled watercourses are characterised by flat reaches, closely spaced structures and many 

structures which are inadequate to convey flood flows. The model initially developed contained many 

instabilities as a result. Significant work was required to the model to improve stability which is 

summarised in Section 4.19.6 (2d & 2e). There are residual instabilities but where these exist these have 

been assessed and found not to be significantly impacting the model flood extents within the AFA. 

(2) Public Consultation Comments and Response: 

To be completed. 

(3) Standard of Protection of Existing Formal Defences: 

Defence 
Reference 

Type Watercourse Bank Modelled Standard 
of Protection (AEP) 

9 WALL 1 09NAAS LEFT N.A. 

10 WALL1 09NAAS_D RIGHT N.A. 

1 WALL 09MORR LEFT 1% AEP 

2 WALL 09MORR LEFT 1% AEP 

3 WALL 09MORR RIGHT 1% AEP2 

4 WALL  09HAYN RIGHT 1% AEP 

5 EMBANKMENT 09MORR RIGHT 1% AEP 

6 EMBANKMENT 09MORR LEFT 1% AEP 

7 EMBANKMENT 09HART RIGHT 1% AEP 

8 EMBANKMENT 09HART LEFT 1% AEP 
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Notes: 
1 For defences 9 and 10 flood waters leave the Naas Stream on the right bank upstream of the defences 

and as such the defences are not tested in any of the modelled events. 
2 This defence is considered to be effective against peak flood levels in the Morell River. However flood 

waters which largely emanate from the Haynestown catchment and discharge to the Morell via the 

Johnstown tributary flood the area behind the defence and are restricted in discharging to the Morell as a 

result of the defence. 

 

There are ten flood defences/structures represented in the Naas model. The location of these is shown in 

Figure 4.19.37, Figure 4.19.39 and Figure 4.19.40.  Flood defence walls are shown by a red line and 

embankments shown by a green line. Details on each of the defences are included below, along with 

detail on the undefended runs simulated as appropriate. 

    

Figure 4.19.37:  Modelled Defence Structures at Johnstown  
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Defence 1 – There is a wall located along the western (left) bank of the Morell River, approximately 110m 

in length. The structure is represented in the 1D channel cross-section and also the 2D DTM. The crest 

level of the wall is approximately 84.7-84.8m AOD and the 0.1% AEP water level peaks at 84.8m AOD on 

the left bank of the Morell at the upstream extent of the defence therefore just breaching the defence for 

this event. When this defence is removed from the model neither of the 10% or 1% AEP events breaches 

the area between the Morell River and the main street, which appears to have been the flood route in 

November 2000 which led to flooding of the garden centre. This is because the ground behind the 

retaining wall is higher than either the 10% or 1% AEP water levels in the Morell. This ground appears to 

have been filled to a level of approximately 83.7m AOD. In the event of the wall being breached it is 

therefore unlikely that either of the events would breach the area. It must be noted that the wall provides 

additional protection above the built up ground up to just below the 0.1% AEP event. The defence has 

been assigned a standard of protection of 1% AEP but a defended area has not been defined as the wall, 

the designated defence, if removed will not lead to additional flooding for the 1% AEP event. 

Defence 2 – This defence represents the retaining wall to the rear boundary of the Centra shop where it 

backs onto the Morell. Similar to Defence 1 it appears that the ground behind the wall has been largely 

filled. The area behind the wall is breached in the 0.1% AEP event but not in the 1% AEP event. However 

the filled ground levels behind the wall are also just above the 1% AEP flood levels so although the wall 

provides additional protection it does not result in a benefitting area for the 1% AEP standard of protection 

when the 1% AEP event is simulated without the wall represented. 

Defence 3 – There is a wall located along the eastern (right) bank of the Morell River, approximately 65 

metres in length. The crest level of the wall ranges from 84.18 – 84.63m AOD and the 0.1% AEP peak 

water level is 84.23m AOD along the length of the defence. As such the wall is considered to provide 

protection from flooding directly from the Morell River for the 1% AEP event and is just short of the 0.1% 

AEP SoP.  

However when the undefended scenario is simulated, removing the wall from the 1D channel cross-

section, the resulting undefended flood extent is smaller than the defended extent. A review of the original 

results shows the wall is holding back floodwaters flowing over land originating from the Johnstown 

tributary (much of which flows overland from the Haynestown catchment). The in-channel water level is 

83.67m AOD and the water level on the adjacent side of the wall is over 84.2m AOD. With the removal of 

this wall for the undefended simulation, overland flow from Johnstown River can flow into the Morell River 

resulting in a smaller flood extent. The model does not take into account the boundary walls to the rear of 

property numbers 1 -15 Johnstown Gardens which may act to significantly restrict this flooding and keep 

water in the channel, forcing it out through the culvert and into the Morell. These private informal flood 

defences have been assumed to be ineffective. In Figure 4.19.38 below the boundary wall can be seen on 

the right hand side of the picture and the formal Morell flood defences in the background. 
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Figure 4.19.38:  View of downstream extent of Johnstown watercourse to its confluence with the 
Morell 

 

Defence 4 – This defence is at the boundary of one property at the confluence of the Haynestown with the 

Morell River. The crest of the wall is high at approximately 85.5m AOD which is above the 0.1% AEP flood 

level of 84.25m AOD. However during the 0.1% AEP modelled event flooding breaches the area behind 

the defence from flooding on the right bank of the Morell downstream. The ground behind the defence 

does appear to be partially filled (retained) and is at an elevation of approximately 84m AOD; above the 

1% AEP modelled flood level of 83.9m AOD. Similar to defences 1 & 2 no benefitting area can be defined 

for the 1% AEP SoP although the structure is integral to providing protection to that standard. 

Defence 5 – This earthen embankment located along the eastern (right) bank of the Morell River is 

approximately 60 metres in length. The crest level of the embankment ranges from 83.73 – 84.60m AOD. 

The 0.1% AEP peak water level adjacent to the embankment ranges from 83.49m to 83.91m AOD and the 

embankment crest is not breached in any of the modelled events. However flood waters breach the right 

bank of the Morell upstream and inundate the area behind the flood defence embankment in the 0.1% 

AEP event. As such the defence is considered to provide a 1% AEP standard of protection. An 

undefended 1% AEP scenario was modelled to ascertain the defended area however there is minimal 

flooding of this area even with the embankment removed.  
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Defence 6 – There is an embankment located along the western (left) bank of the Morell River, 

approximately 60 metres in length. The crest level of the embankment ranges from 84.22 – 84.65m AOD 

and the 0.1% AEP peak water level ranges from 83.49m AOD to 83.91m AOD along the length of the 

defence. However flood waters breach the left bank of the Morell upstream and inundate the area behind 

the flood defence embankment in the 0.1% AEP event. As such the defence is considered to provide a 1% 

AEP standard of protection. An undefended 1% AEP scenario was modelled to ascertain the defended 

area. A significant area thought to be the site of the previous garden centre is now defended directly by 

the embankment from the 1% AEP event. 

 

  

Figure 4.19.39:  Modelled Defence Structures on Hartwell River 

 

Defences 7 & 8 - There are two embankments located along the northern (right) and southern (left) bank 

of the Hartwell River, approximately 500 metres in length. The crest level of the embankment ranges from 
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93.8 – 89.4m AOD and the 1% AEP peak water level ranges from 93.0 to 88.26m AOD along the length of 

the defences. The peak water level remains below the crest level of the defences during the 1% AEP 

event. An undefended scenario was simulated, removing the embankments from the 1D channel cross-

section and the 2D DTM. The results are shown in Figure 4.19.39. 

 

Figure 4.19.40:  Modelled Defence Structures on Naas Stream 

 

Defence 9 & 10 – These defences represent walls upstream of the bridge over the Naas River at 

Millbridge Way. The standard of the defences cannot be ascertained as flood levels in all of the modelled 

scenarios do not reach the base of the walls. This is due to a substantial flood route opening up on the 

right bank of the Naas Stream upstream of the defences at Spring Gardens. This results in flood flow 

bypassing the location of the defences in all of the modelled scenarios. As such it is not possible to 

ascertain the standard of defence until such times as formal defences are in place to keep the water in 

channel upstream.  
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Figure 4.19.41:  Defences 9 & 10, walls on Naas Stream at Millbridge Way 

There are a number of boundary walls in place to the rear of properties at Spring Gardens which may 

prevent the flood route which is simulated in the model. However these have not been identified as formal 

defences and their capacity to act as a robust flood defence is unknown. Consistent with all other private, 

boundary walls they have been considered ineffective for the purposes of this Study. An example of these 

walls is shown in Figure 4.19.42. 

 

Figure 4.19.42:  Boundary walls at Spring Gardens which act as informal flood defences 
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(4) Gauging Stations: 

There are two gauging stations located on the reaches represented within the Naas model at Osberstown 

(HEP: 09042_RPS) on the Ploopluck watercourse and at Broguestown (HEP: 09027_RPS) on the 

Hartwell River. Calibration of the model to the hydrometric data at these locations is discussed below:  

Osberstown House (Ploopluck watercourse, chainage 447) 

At Osberstown House the EPA gauging station has been operational for over five years. The highest spot 

gauging which has been observed is less than 0.4m3/s and as such the EPA considers this the limit of the 

rating. The gauging station is weir controlled as shown in Figure 4.19.43. Initial modelling indicated that 

the Q-h relationship in the model was too steep based on default weir parameters and channel roughness 

values. As a result the Manning’s n value of the channel was reduced from 0.04 to 0.03 on the channel 

immediately upstream of the gauging station and the weir inflow headloss coefficient reduced from 0.5 to 

0.4. It was considered that these reductions were appropriate to replicate the smoothed concrete 

canalised section through the gauging station. The modelled Q-h is calibrated to within 50mm of the EPA 

rating as shown in Figure 4.19.44. 

 

Figure 4.19.43: Photograph of gauging station at Osberstown House (09042) 
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Figure 4.19.44: EPA rating compared to modelled Q-h at Osberstown House 

Broguestown (Haynestown River, chainage 441) 

At Broguestown the EPA gauging station has been operational for over 10 years. The highest spot 

gauging which has been observed is less than 2m3/s and as such the EPA considers this the limit of the 

rating. The gauging station is weir controlled as shown in Figure 4.19.45.  Initial modelling indicated that 

the Q-h relationship in the model was too steep based on default weir parameters and channel roughness 

values. As a result the Manning’s n value of the channel was reduced from 0.05 to 0.03 on the channel 

immediately upstream of the gauging station and the weir inflow headloss coefficient reduced from 0.5 to 

0.05. It was considered that these reductions were appropriate to replicate the smoothed concrete 

canalised section through the gauging station. The modelled Q-h is calibrated to within 120mm of the EPA 

rating as shown in Figure 4.19.46. 
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Figure 4.19.45: Photograph of gauging station at Broguestown (09027) 

 

Figure 4.19.46: EPA rating compared to modelled Q-h at Broguestown 
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(5) Other Information: 

None 

4.19.6 Hydraulic Model Assumptions, Limitations and Handover Notes  

(1) Hydraulic Model Assumptions:   

(a) For design run simulations it has been assumed that all culverts and screens are free of debris and 

sediment. 

(b) No overtopping element (weir) was included for the following structures: 09BLUE00027D_bridge 

(Bluebell, chainage 4784), 09NASS00159D_bridge (Naas, chainage 5975), 09NASS00156I_culvert 

(Naas, chainage 6037) and 09BLUA00012I_culvert (Bluebell A, chainage 131), as the headwalls are 

considerably higher than the culvert soffit and surrounding banks. When linked to the 2D model domain, 

water spills through lateral links before continuing downstream. 

(c) The pedestrian bridge over River Naas located at chainage 4765 (cross section 09NASS00275D, 

represented in Figure 4.19.47) has not been included in the model, because it is considered to have 

limited effect on local flood risk. 

Figure 4.19.47:  Pedestrian Bridge over River Naas 

(d) A link channel, the Annagall Cut, was connected from the Haynestown River flowing into the Morell 

River.  This reach was not surveyed but design drawings were provided by the Consultant responsible for 

this scheme.  This drawing was used to create cross-sections which were inserted into the model.  Further 

cross-sections were interpolated in the MIKE11 software. Two bridges are located along this channel, 

Bridge 1 Road Bridge and Bridge 2 Farm Access Bridge, which were not surveyed meaning dimensions 
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for these bridges were not available. Photographs were provided and based on viewing these and using 

scaling on Google Maps, estimations for the dimensions of the bridges were produced and are viewed as 

being representative. Invert levels were also estimated, with both bridges being entered as level structures 

and the soffit levels for the overtopping weirs assumed. Following development of the Annagall Cut within 

the model the representation of the channel was tested to ensure its representation was accurate. The 

modelled channel was found to be diverting flow efficiently and to the capacity to which it was designed 

and is therefore considered to be adequately represented. 

(2) Hydraulic Model Limitations and Parameters:   

 (a) Culvert roughness has been assigned according to the conservation state of the culvert itself, with 

values of the Manning's number ranging from 0.013 (recent or very well preserved culverts) to 0.022 

(culverts with open bottom and in deteriorated conditions). The conservation state of the culverts has been 

estimated through the pictures taken during the survey. 

(b) A 5m grid Digital Terrain Model was used with buildings excluded from the floodplain. Given the heavily 

urban area of Naas, the grid resolution may result in less detailed potential flow routes, but was 

considered appropriate given the extent of flooding within the AFA and the constraints coming from 

simulation run time. Balancing both considerations, it was considered appropriate that a 5m resolution was 

used and sufficient detail in the mapped outlines is provided. Also when blocking out the watercourse 

channels in preparation for joining the 1-D and 2-D models, the ‘minimum of one grid cell’ has been 

applied in order to avoid double counting of flow. 

(c) The three lakes adjacent to the Ballymore Road (which represent an effective expansion area for the 

adjacent Broadfield watercourse) have been represented as a separated watercourse, which is diverted by 

and then rejoins the Broadfield itself. As the proximity of the two watercourses had generated instabilities 

in the 1D-2D model (because of links superposition), the links of the branch "Lake" have been retreated 

(when necessary) from the real lake border to a more central position. The schematisation of the lakes 

largely within the 1D model was considered appropriate once stability was achieved within the 1D model. 

(d) Courant numbers are generally <1. Some peaks of high Courant number remain on the Naas 

(chainage 4865) and Broadfield (chainage 6049 and 5927) watercourses, near some notable structures. 

Instabilities have been reduced as far as possible while retaining accurate representation of the 

watercourses structures. Further adjustments to the model are discussed in (e) below. 

(e) Due to the elevated number of structures (see Appendix A.1) and junctions between different 

watercourses, and to the extreme urbanised area, some local instabilities in the discharge graphs are still 

present in the final version of the model. These instabilities are more frequent in the urban tracts of the 

Naas, Broadfield, Morell and Johnstown watercourses. Following the initial model build stability of the 

model was greatly improved through a number of adjustments: 

• Where no surveyed section exists to represent the channel just downstream of a structure the 
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upstream face section is copied downstream where it is considered to be representative. 

• Representation of structures changed e.g. a regular culvert section of the same conveyance 

replacing irregular, as surveyed cross section. 

• Adjustment of width and invert of channel cross section at upstream and downstream face of 

structures to better accommodate structure cross section. 

• Increase / add conveyance at overtopping weirs where appropriate. 

• Splitting of lateral links into more stable section lengths. 

Some minor instabilities remain however. These are considered to be a result of: 

• Multiple, irregular openings of some culverts modelled as Cross Section DB in the structures 

database. 

• The openings at some culverts is significantly smaller than the inflow capacity causing large build 

up of water level upstream and large volumes of water spilling at overflow weirs and lateral links. 

An example of such is the circular pipe at chainage 3193.13 on the Naas Stream. 

• Dimension of some structures is very small when compared to the grid resolution. 

• Fixed downstream boundary water levels can lead to oscillation / flickering in discharges at the 

downstream boundary as the model seeks to maintain the fixed water levels. 

Nevertheless the modelled flooding is considered reliable as the instabilities fall into one or more of the 

following categories: 

• High courant numbers or instabilities in the discharges are not resulting in instabilities in the 

modelled water level 

• The period in the simulation at which the instability occurs is removed from the flood peak and the 

instability peak water level is significantly lower than the hydrological (stable) peak water level 

• Instability in water level is localised to a particular structure and the consequences of an elevated 

water level due to instability are negligible. An example of such is at the weir on the Naas Stream 

at chainage 4865. This area is a low lying system of irrigation channels and sluices within the 

Oldtown Demesne and resulting flooding is limited to the surrounding channels and ponds. 

Hydraulic Model Parameters: 

MIKE 11 

Timestep (seconds) 1 
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Wave Approximation High Order Fully Dynamic 

Delta 0.9 

MIKE 21 

Timestep (seconds) 1 

Drying / Flooding depths (metres) 0.05 / 0.1 

Eddy Viscosity (and type) 0.5 (Flux Based) 

MIKE FLOOD 

Link Exponential Smoothing Factor  

(where non-default value used) 

0.8 for all watercourses 

Lateral Length Depth Tolerance (m) 

(where non-default value used) 

0.1 for all watercourses 

(3) Design Event Runs & Hydraulic Model Handover Notes: 

A range of events were simulated to determine the fluvial flood risk throughout the Naas AFA. The 10% 

AEP, 1% AEP and 0.1% AEP fluvial return periods were simulated. 

For all events considered the main watercourses (Naas, Broadfield, Morell and Haynestown) are shown to 

spill into the surrounding floodplains. For the 10% AEP event the spills are reduced in extension and the 

number of properties affected is approximately 100, while for the 1% and 0.1% AEP numerous areas are 

flooded with a significant number of properties affected (up to 500 for the 0.1% AEP event). 

Analysing the 0.1% AEP simulation which demonstrates the flood mechanisms at their most extreme, 

different preferential flood path can be observed: 

• Spills from the right side of the Naas Stream flood different areas of the town, using Blessington 

Road, Roselawn, Dublin Road, Ashgrove Park, Greenaun and Monread Avenue as flow paths to 

eventually flood a portion of the M7 motorway. Over 200 properties are affected by this flood route 

in the 0.1% AEP event which stretches over 3km before reaching the M7. It may be the case that 

the sewer system (not represented in the model) could partially intercept a portion of this flooding 

if not in a surcharged condition. 

• The culverted tract of the Broadfield watercourse downstream of the lakes (see section 4.19.3 (1)) 

cannot convey all the peak discharge, causing spills from the last lake to the Lakeland and 

Sunday's Well areas affecting approximately 70 properties during the 0.1% AEP event. 

• Flooding on the right bank of the Naas Stream at Spring Gardens causes widespread flooding to 

the low lying areas of Naas generally located on the western side of the Sallins Road. This is 

contributed to by flooding from the Broadfield River upstream of its confluence with the Naas 
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Stream which flows through the town and joins up with the flooding at Spring Gardens. Up to 100 

properties are affected by this flooding on the lower Naas Stream / Broadfield catchment in the 

0.1% AEP event. 

• The reduced discharge allowed by the double circular culvert on upper River Morell (see section 

4.19.3 (1)) forces the water out of the river channel to the nearby Naas Stream catchment, so 

contributing to the spills from Naas Stream seen in the first point of the present list.    

• Spills from the left bank of the Naas Canal Supply Stream cause flooding to the area around the 

Harbour and the Harbour View / Newbridge Road junction. This flooding drains to the canal 

harbour but spills out of the canal eventually ending up in the catchment of the Ploopluck 

watercourse and contributing to flooding in the area bounded by the canal and the motorway. 

Although the canal is quite coarsely represented within the 2D domain this flood route appears to 

be realistic as a channel behind the canal was apparent from site visits and aerial photography. 

No natural catchment for this watercourse exists and it was not identified as a formal overflow 

structure by Waterways Ireland. Up to 10 properites are affected by this flood mechanism in the 

0.1% AEP event. 

• Flooding in the Johnstown area (Morell catchment) is mainly due to spills from the Haynestown 

and Morell Rivers. Although significant flood relief works have been undertaken at Johnstown and 

upstream (the Annagall Cut) there is still a residual risk arising from floodwater spilling out of the 

Haynestown River and inundating areas of Johnstown behind the defences via the Johnstown and 

Westown watercourses. The Annagall Cut is simulated as performing its function of diverting flood 

flows from the Haynestown River to the Morell with peak flows of 3.5m3/s for the 10% AEP, 5.8 

m3/s for the 1% AEP, and 10.5m3/s for the 0.1% AEP events being transferred out of the 

Haynestown catchment. This equates to approximately 50% of the peak flood flow in all scenarios. 

However within the model flood flows which continue along the Haynestown channel are still in 

excess of the capacity of the twin culverts (see section 4.19.3 (1)) located under the road 

approximately 130m downstream of the junction with the Annagall Cut. This flood mechanism 

affects approximately 50 properties for the 0.1% AEP event. 

The results (see Figure 4.19.48) demonstrate that existing low areas and lakes / ponds (if not already 

filled by previous events) can store considerable volumes of water, representing an effective defence 

against flood. Some of the more evident examples are represented by the three lakes along the Broadfield 

watercourse (partially modelled as a separate branch in the 1D model; marker 1 in the picture below), the 

woodland along Mill Lane in the Oldtown area (marker 2), the attenuating pond in Ploopluck area (marker 

3; see also map in section 4.19.2 (1) and the green space enclosed by The Crescent in Johnstown area. 
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Figure 4.19.48:  Model Output Showing Storage Areas 

(4) Hydraulic Model Deliverables: 

Please see Appendix A.4 for a list of all model files provided with this report. 

(5) Quality Assurance: 

Model Constructed by: 

Model Reviewed by: 

Model Approved by: 

Manfredi Toraldo 

Stephen Patterson / Brendan Quigley 

Andrew Jackson 

 

3 

1 

2 
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APPENDIX A.1 

Structure Details – Bridges and Culverts 
 

RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

ANNAGALL 
CUT 373 Bridge 1 Road Bridge_bridge 10.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.00 3.00 - 0.013 

ANNAGALL 
CUT 438 Bridge 2 Farm Access Bridge_bridge 5.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.10 6.00 - 0.013 

Bluebell* 3200 09BLUE00186I 256.0 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

Bluebell 4380 09BLUE00067I_culvert 5.1 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

Bluebell 4784 09BLUE00027D_bridge 6.8 CROSS SECTION DB 2.30 4.50 0.63 0.013 

Bluebell A 131 09BLUA00012I_culvert 32.6 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 250 09BROA00624D 13.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.30 1.85 0.57 0.016 

Broadfield 283 09BROA00620D 17.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.55 1.92 0.71 0.015 

Broadfield 464 09BROA00601 1.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.06 1.30 - 0.013 

Broadfield 494 09BROA00600D 21.8 CROSS SECTION DB 1.12 1.41 - 0.013 

Broadfield 1482 09BROA00500I 6.4 RECTANGULAR 1.14 1.12 - 0.018 

Broadfield 1497 09BROA00500I_copy 5.1 CROSS SECTION DB 1.36 0.95 0.36 0.015 

Broadfield 1678 09BROA00480I_move 5.7 CIRCULAR 0.44 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 1708 09BROA00478I 3.4 CIRCULAR 1.20 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 1870 09BROA461D_move1.5 3.1 CROSS SECTION DB 0.39 2.31 - 0.018 

Broadfield 2378 09BROA00411I_Culvert1 24.0 RECTANGULAR 0.95 2.79 - 0.013 

Broadfield 2378 09BROA00411I_Culvert2 24.0 RECTANGULAR 1.00 0.73 - 0.013 

Broadfield 2821 09BROA00366I 4.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.67 1.79 0.62 0.015 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

Broadfield 2844 09BROA00365I_moveedit 25.8 CROSS SECTION DB 1.64 1.33 0.63 0.015 

Broadfield 3084 09BROA00338I 4.9 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.015 

Broadfield 4130 O9BROA00236I_edit 27.1 CROSS SECTION DB 1.80 1.99 0.70 0.015 

Broadfield 4277 09BROA00220I-219J 10.9 CIRCULAR 1.20 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 4485 09BROA00200I_edit 13.3 CIRCULAR 1.50 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 4532 09BROA00193I_edit 7.8 CIRCULAR 1.50 - - 0.013 

Broadfield* 4565 09BROA00191I 283.5 CIRCULAR 1.40 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 4896 09BROA00158_edit 1.9 CROSS SECTION DB 1.13 6.00 - 0.013 

Broadfield 4989 09BROA00149I_edit 5.5 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.013 

Broadfield 5229 09BROA00121I_edit+4 0.6 CROSS SECTION DB 0.88 1.77 0.41 0.013 

Broadfield 5383 09BROA00109I 20.3 CROSS SECTION DB 1.04 5.80 - 0.013 

Broadfield* 5597 09BROA00088I 270.5 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.014 

Broadfield 5927 09BROAD00056_copy 0.5 CROSS SECTION DB 1.00 2.39 0.62 0.018 

Broadfield 5988 09BROA00048D 3.3 CROSS SECTION DB 0.93 2.25 - 0.015 

Broadfield 6000 09BROA00047D 2.9 CROSS SECTION DB 0.75 2.15 - 0.013 

Broadfield 6013 09BROA00046D_move 3.4 CROSS SECTION DB 0.82 1.78 - 0.013 

Broadfield 6049 09BROA00044D 16.1 CROSS SECTION DB 0.98 3.97 0.32 0.013 

Broadfield 6145 09BROA00034I-09BROA00033J 17.9 CIRCULAR 1.20 - - 0.013 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 127 09HART00525D_bridge 4.5 CROSS SECTION DB 1.38 7.19 - 0.02 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 237 09HART00505I_culvert 4.5 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.015 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 477 09HART00489D_bridge 7.3 CROSS SECTION DB 2.52 6.04 0.81 0.02 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 1976 09HART00337D_bridge 5.9 CROSS SECTION DB 3.10 8.60 1.47 0.02 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 3474 09HART00189I_culvert 26.4 CROSS SECTION DB 1.43 8.93 - 0.016 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER)* 3662 09HART00170I 80.5 CROSS SECTION DB 1.51 12.55 - 0.017 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 3858 09HART00152I_culvert1 34.0 RECTANGULAR 1.90 2.75 - 0.015 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 3858 09HART00152I_culvert2 34.0 RECTANGULAR 1.40 2.61 - 0.015 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 4255 09HART00112D_bridge 11.6 CROSS SECTION DB 1.42 1.01 0.19 0.018 

HARTWELL 
(RIVER) 4327 09HART00096D_bridge 4.0 CROSS SECTION DB 2.01 10.13 - 0.018 

HAYNESTOW
N 745 09HAYN00285D_bridge 11.2 2 of 2 ARCHES CROSS 

SECTION DB 1.50 5.78 0.72 0.021 

HAYNESTOW
N 1465 09HAYN00211I_culvert 4.2 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.013 

HAYNESTOW
N 1614 09HAYN00198I_culvert 4.7 CIRCULAR 0.66 - - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW
N 2142 09HAYN00144I_culvert 13.8 CIRCULAR 0.55 - - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW
N 2461 09HAYN00112I_culvert 9.5 2 of 2 CROSS SECTION 

DB 0.94 4.00 - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW
N 2642 09HAYN00096I_culvert 6.8 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.013 

HAYNESTOW
N* 2814 09HAYN00078I 106.0 CIRCULAR 0.50 - - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW
N* 3170 09HAYN00041I 20.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.07 2.22 - 0.012 

HAYNESTOW
N 3216 09HAYN00037I_culvert 23.4 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW 3328 09HAYN00026I_culvert 24.3 CROSS SECTION DB 1.31 2.19 - 0.015 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

N 
HAYNESTOW

N 3353 09HAYN00023I_culvert 4.8 CROSS SECTION DB 0.75 1.50 - 0.015 

HAYNESTOW
N 3415 09HAYN00018I_culvert 23.8 CROSS SECTION DB 1.12 1.84  0.014 

JOHNSTOWN* 200 09JOHN00047I 163.0 CIRCULAR 0.45 - - 0.013 

JOHNSTOWN 641 09JOHN00003I_culvert 17.5 CIRCULAR 0.35 - - 0.015 

JOHNSTOWN 660 09JOHN00000I_culvert 5.0 CIRCULAR 0.32 - - 0.015 

LAKES 19 09LAKE00044I_culvert 3.0 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.014 

LAKES 233 09LAKE00022I_culvert 3.3 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

LAKES 271 09LAKE00018I_culvert 2.6 CIRCULAR 0.45 - - 0.013 

LAKES 428 09LAKE00001I_culvert 3.0 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 1085 09MORE01318I_culvert1 11.6 RECTANGULAR 1.00 0.76 - 0.018 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 1085 09MORE01318I_culvert2 11.6 RECTANGULAR 0.85 0.84 - 0.018 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 1124 09MORE01315I_culvert 18.4 CIRCULAR 0.75 - - 0.013 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 1718 09MORE01255I_culvert 14.9 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.015 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 2846 09MORE01143I_Culvert_1 9.8 RECTANGULAR 0.50 0.56 - 0.018 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 2846 09MORE01143I_Culvert_2 9.8 CIRCULAR 0.44 - - 0.018 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 3043 09MORE01122D_culvert 13.1 CROSS SECTION DB 0.89 1.65 0.44 0.018 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 3846 09MORE01042D_culvert 7.2 CROSS SECTION DB 1.37 2.03 0.84 0.015 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 3910 09MORE01036I_culvert 16.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.22 2.27 - 0.018 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 4609 09MORE00966D_culvert 11.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.58 7.53 - 0.015 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 5830 09MORE00843D09MORE00843D_bri

dge 16.0 CROSS SECTION DB 2.01 8.20 - 0.015 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 5911 09MORE00836D_bridge 20.2 CROSS SECTION DB 1.44 16.74 0.79 0.015 

MORELL 
(RIVER) 6031 09MORE00828I_culvert 57.3 CROSS SECTION DB 2.10 13.25 - 0.015 

Naas* 976 09NASS00653I 218.8 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.013 

Naas 1231 09NASS00628I-J 22.9 CIRCULAR 1.20 - - 0.015 

Naas 2029 09NASS00548I-546J 21.8 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.015 

Naas 2261 09NASS00525I-523J 14.9 CIRCULAR 0.70 - - 0.015 

Naas 2427 09NASS00509I-506J 20.8 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.014 

Naas 2484 09NASS00502I_copy 10.5 RECTANGULAR 0.78 2.18 - 0.015 

Naas* 2509 09NASS00499I 383.5 CROSS SECTION DB 0.74 2.06 - 0.015 

Naas 3021 009NASS00446J_copy09NASS00446
J_copy 13.4 CROSS SECTION DB 0.80 0.89 0.40 0.016 

Naas 3102 09NASS00440I_cop 23.1 CROSS SECTION DB 0.84 1.03 0.43 0.016 

Naas* 3139 09NASS00436I 275.6 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.013 

Naas 3425 09NASS00407J_culvert 9.5 CROSS SECTION DB 0.94 2.59 - 0.016 

Naas 3436 09NASS00407D_bridge 7.9 CROSS SECTION DB 0.81 2.40 - 0.016 

Naas 3547 09NASS00396D_bridge 3.8 CROSS SECTION DB 0.85 3.97 - 0.017 

Naas 3559 09NASS00395D_bridge 9.6 CROSS SECTION DB 0.71 5.34 - 0.013 

Naas 3771 09NASS00373D_bridge 1.8 CROSS SECTION DB 1.50 3.47 - 0.016 

Naas 3966 09NASS00354I_culvert 19.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.07 3.60 - 0.014 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

Naas 4027 09NASS00347J_culvert 8.5 CROSS SECTION DB 0.75 4.00 - 0.015 

Naas 4455 09NASS00305D_bridge 6.5 CROSS SECTION DB 1.58 1.99 0.84 0.013 

Naas 4600 09NASS00291D_bridge 0.8 CROSS SECTION DB 0.48 5.83 - 0.015 

Naas 4863 09NASS00264D_bridge 1.6 CROSS SECTION DB 0.77 5.43 - 0.015 

Naas 4898 09NASS00261D_bridge 3.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.46 2.53 0.17 0.015 

Naas 4993 09NASS00000J_move 6.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.34 1.10 - 0.015 

Naas 5856 09NASS00178I_culvert 8.0 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.013 

Naas 5879 09NASS00176I_culvert 5.3 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.013 

Naas 5923 09NASS00172D_bridge 3.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.56 2.40 - 0.015 

Naas 5976 09NASS00159D_bridge 14.9 CROSS SECTION DB 2.16 10.69 - 0.015 

Naas 6038 09NASS00156I_culvert 61.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.94 2.60 - 0.014 

Naas 6316 09NASS00122J_culvert 39.3 CROSS SECTION DB 0.87 0.50 - 0.013 

Naas 6451 09NASS00111D_move 6.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.53 1.82 - 0.014 

Naas A 8 09NASS00062I_culvert 6.1 CIRCULAR 0.30 - - 0.013 

Naas A 339 09NASS00029I_culvert 12.5 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

Naas Canal 
Supply Stream 314 09BLUE00474I_culvert 6.7 CIRCULAR 0.30 - - 0.015 

Naas Canal 
Supply Stream 1381 09BLUE00369I_culvert 37.0 CROSS SECTION DB 1.17 2.70 - 0.013 

Naas Canal 
Supply 

Stream* 
2070 09NCSS00049I 196.4 CIRCULAR 1.40 - - 0.013 

Naas Canal 
Supply Stream 2544 09NCSS00094I_culvert 43.7 CROSS SECTION DB 0.40 0.80 - 0.015 

Naas Canal 2613 09NCSS00103_culvert 0.4 CROSS SECTION DB 0.47 1.00 - 0.017 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

Supply Stream 
Oldtown 132 09OLDT00114I_culvert 4.5 CIRCULAR 0.30 - - 0.017 

Oldtown 396 09OLDT00090I_culvert 44.8 CIRCULAR 1.20 - - 0.015 

Oldtown 462 09OLDT00082J_culvert 5.1 CIRCULAR 1.10 - - 0.017 

Oldtown* 596 09OLDT00068I 172.7 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.013 

Oldtown 959 09OLDT00032I_culvert 6.3 CIRCULAR 0.66 - - 0.013 

Oldtown 1079 09OLDT00020I_culvert 8.8 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.017 

Ploopluck 138 09PLOO00216I_culvert 10.6 CIRCULAR 0.50 - - 0.02 

Ploopluck 423 09PLOO00200I_culvert 9.0 CIRCULAR 0.30 - - 0.017 

Ploopluck 561 09PLOO00197I_culvert 37.8 CIRCULAR 0.30 - - 0.013 

Ploopluck 594 09PLOO00196I_culvert 7.9 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.017 

Ploopluck 607 09PLOO00195I_culvert 2.5 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.017 

Ploopluck 700 09PLOO00192I_culvert 32.0 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.014 

Ploopluck 1004 09PLOO00161I_culvert 10.0 CIRCULAR 0.80 - - 0.014 

Ploopluck 1194 09PLOO00143I_culvert 12.5 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.013 

Ploopluck 1287 09PLOO00134I_culvert 15.0 CIRCULAR 0.50 - - 0.015 

Ploopluck* 1377 09PLOO00124I_culvert 109.5 CIRCULAR 0.75 - - 0.015 

Ploopluck 2102 09PLOO00052D_bridge 4.8 CIRCULAR 0.90 - - 0.017 

Ploopluck 2169 09PLOO00045D_bridge 7.7 CROSS SECTION DB 1.39 1.30 - 0.016 

STANDS* 260 09STAN00071I 300.0 CIRCULAR 1.00 - - 0.013 

STANDS 648 09STAN00031D_bridge 2.8 CROSS SECTION DB 1.00 2.20 - 0.018 

STANDS 823 09STAN00013D_bridge 2.7 CROSS SECTION DB 0.94 1.30 0.62 0.015 
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RIVER 
BRANCH CHAINAGE ID LENGTH OPENING SHAPE HEIGHT WIDTH 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT 
(m) 

MANNING’
S N 

TOBERTOM 448 09TOBE00011I_culvert 36.7 CIRCULAR 0.60 - - 0.016 

WLSTOWN 146 09WLST00050I_culvert 7.4 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.015 

WLSTOWN 208 09WLST00044I_culvert 12.7 CIRCULAR 0.85 - - 0.015 

WLSTOWN 622 09WLST00002I_culvert 21.1 CROSS SECTION DB 0.72 2.39 - 0.014 
 

Structure Details - Weirs 

RIVER BRANCH CHAINAGE ID Type 
Bluebell A 14.31 09BLUA00020W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

HARTWELL 441.182 09HART00492W Broad Crested Weir 

HARTWELL 4240.527 09HART00113W_weir Broad Crested Weir 
HAYNESTOWN 730.173 09HAYN00287W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

HAYNESTOWN 1397.279 09HAYN00220W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

HAYNESTOWN 1604.942 09HAYN00200W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

HAYNESTOWN 3370.957 09HAYN00021W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

LAKES 422.139 09LAKE00002W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

MORELL (RIVER) 3878.026 09MORE01038W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

Naas 3975.549 09NASS00352W Broad Crested Weir 

Naas 3975.549 09NASS00352W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

Naas 4741.947 09NASS00276W_weir Broad Crested Weir 

Naas 4868 09NASS00263W_edit Broad Crested Weir 

Naas 5596.982 09NASS00196W_weir Broad Crested Weir 
Ploopluck 2140.821 09PLOO00047W_weir Broad Crested Weir 
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APPENDIX A.2 
LONG SECTIONS 

Peak water level during the 0.1% AEP event showing flow being held back by a culvert as discussed in Section 4.19.6 (3). 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN PLOOPLUCK WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN OLDTOWN WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN BLUEBELL WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN BLUEBELL A WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN NAAS CANAL SUPPLY STREAM 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN BROADFIELD RIVER 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN LAKES (BROADFIELD) 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN NAAS STREAM 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN CRADOCKSTOWN 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN MORELL RIVER 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN STANDS WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN HAYNESTOWN RIVER 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN THE ANNAGALL CUT 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN THE JOHNSTOWN WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN THE WESTOWN WATERCOURSE 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN THE HARTWELL RIVER 
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1D LONGSECTION - 1% AEP PEAK WATER LEVEL IN THE TOBERTOM WATERCOURSE 
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APPENDIX A.3 

PEAK FLOWS 

PEAK WATER FLOWS 

AFA Name NAAS 
Model Code HA09_NAAS 
Status DRAFT FINAL 
Date extracted from model 18/02/2015 

 

 
Peak Water Flows 

River Name & Chainage AEP 

Check 
Flow 

(m3/s) 

Model 
Flow 

(m3/s) Diff (%) 

PLOOPLUCK 2140.82 

09042_RPS 

10% 1.22 1.30 7% 

1% 2.25 2.24 -1% 

0.1% 4.01 4.25 6% 

PLOOPLUCK 2545.94 

09_529_2_RPS 

10% 1.28 1.38 8% 

1% 2.37 2.33 -2% 

0.1% 4.23 3.91 -7% 

OLDTOWN 1260.01 

09_529_1_RPS 

10% 0.79 0.80 1% 

1% 1.46 1.59 8% 

0.1% 2.61 2.15 -18% 

NAAS CANAL SUPPLY STREAM 1559.6 

09_1650_2 

10% 0.41 0.45 9% 

1% 0.76 0.77 1% 

0.1% 1.35 1.22 -10% 

NAAS CANAL SUPPLY STREAM 2636.16 

09_DSL_01 

10% 1.22 1.16 -5% 

1% 2.25 2.30 2% 

0.1% 4.01 3.77 -6% 

CRADOCKSTOWN 498.191 

09_322_1 

10% 0.12 0.13 13% 

1% 0.21 1.36 538% 

0.1% 0.38 2.89 659% 

BROADFIELD 5476.48 

09_454_Inter 

10% 4.38 3.89 -11% 

1% 7.93 6.52 -18% 

0.1% 13.87 11.18 -19% 

BROADFIELD 6295.01 

09_454_Trib 

10% 4.48 5.49 23% 

1% 8.11 7.40 -9% 

0.1% 14.19 11.60 -18% 

BLUEBELL 4906.53 

09_1650_9_RPS 

10% 1.09 1.08 -1% 

1% 2.01 1.98 -2% 

0.1% 3.59 2.74 -24% 
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NAAS 5106.54 

09_1490_1_RPS 

10% 6.29 1.98 -69% 

1% 11.63 4.90 -58% 

0.1% 20.74 14.46 -30% 

NAAS 5677.45 

09_1490_Inter 

10% 6.65 2.16 -68% 

1% 12.28 5.34 -57% 

0.1% 21.90 11.19 -49% 

NAAS 6451.22 

09_1490_DSL 

10% 7.34 2.63 -64% 

1% 12.91 6.53 -49% 

0.1% 23.02 11.23 -51% 

NAAS A 573.127 

09_1490_7_RPS 

10% 0.89 0.89 0% 

1% 1.65 1.64 0% 

0.1% 2.93 2.89 -2% 

JOHNSTOWN 608.185 

09_1597_1 

10% 0.08 0.37 365% 

1% 0.15 0.88 489% 

0.1% 0.27 1.66 516% 

TOBERTOM 501.798 

09_706_1 

10% 0.2 0.33 63% 

1% 0.37 0.43 16% 

0.1% 0.66 1.05 59% 

HAYNESTOWN 3536.67 

09_1557_3_RPS 

10% 3.84 2.50 -35% 

1% 7.1 3.65 -49% 

0.1% 12.66 4.25 -66% 

WLSTOWN 636.259 

UN_Morrell_1 

10% 0.53 1.21 128% 

1% 0.97 2.20 126% 

0.1% 1.73 2.33 35% 

STANDS 823 

09_371_1 

10% 0.2 0.22 9% 

1% 0.37 0.40 7% 

0.1% 0.65 2.16 233% 

HARTWELL (RIVER) 433.677 

09027 

10% 5.97 6.20 4% 

1% 10.89 10.69 -2% 

0.1% 18.76 15.80 -16% 

HARTWELL (RIVER) 4338.85 

HEP 09_1602_1_RPS 

10% 6.1 7.51 23% 

1% 10.89 10.75 -1% 

0.1% 18.76 20.00 7% 

MORELL (RIVER) 6248.61 & HARTWELL (RIVER) 
4055.74 COMBINED PEAK 

HEP 09044_RPS  

10% 17.40 18.36 6% 

1% 30.29 28.58 -6% 

0.1% 50.89 52.79 4% 

 

The table above provides details of flow in the model at every HEP inflow, check point, modelled 

tributary and gauging station.  
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The modelled peak flows in the Ploopluck River during the 10%, 1% and 0.1% simulated events are 

between -1% to 7% different when compared to the estimated peak flows and as such can be 

considered to be well anchored to the hydrological estimates 

Modelled flows for the Oldtown watercourse are very well anchored for the 10% AEP event with 1% 

difference between modelled and hydrological estimates. For the 1% AEP this rises to 8% and the 

difference is -18% for the 0.1% AEP event. The poor agreement for the 0.1% AEP is considered 

acceptable given that a vast area of flooding develops in this area contributed to by overland flow from 

the Naas Stream, Naas Canal Supply Stream and Ploopluck watercourses. Furthermore, along this 

reach there is a significant attenuation pond which has been constructed to serve development in the 

area and so the hydraulic effect of this is unlikely to be adequately captured within the hydrological 

estimates.  

The modelled peak flows in the Naas Canal Supply Stream are within 10% of the estimated peak flows 

for all events simulated (10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP and as such can be considered to be well anchored 

to the hydrological estimates 

The modelled flows on the Craddockstown watercourse can be shown to be relatively well anchored 

for the 10% event. Although the modelled flows are 13% higher this equates to less than 0.02m3/s and 

as such there is no requirement for further adjustment. During the 1% and 0.1% AEP simulated events 

however the flows in the watercourse are over 500% larger than the hydrological estimates. This is as 

a result of out of bank flows from the Naas River joining the Craddockstown watercourse at its 

upstream extent. The flows in the Craddockstown are a small fraction of those in the Naas Stream and 

as such the addition of these flows leads to a significant discrepancy. However as the hydrological 

estimates do not consider flows emanating from other catchments it is considered that the modelled 

flows are a truer reflection of reality. 

The modelled peak flows in the Broadfield River (Ch 5476.48) are between 11 to 19% lower than 

estimated peak flows during the 10%, 1% and 0.1% simulated events. This is due to overland flow 

leaving the Broadfield River upstream of the HEP and filling the lakes area adjacent to Ballymore 

Road / Naas General Hospital. This attenuation is only slightly represented in the hydrological 

estimates with a slight reduction in the FARL factor and the much larger attenuation effect captured in 

the model can be considered to be a more accurate representation of reality. The modelled peak flows 

at the downstream extent of Broadfield River (HEP: 09_454_Trib, Ch 6295.014), at its confluence with 

the Naas River range from 23% higher for the 10% AEP event and reducing to 18% lower for the 0.1 

AEP event. At this location in the centre of Naas, distinguishing the catchment origin of the flow within 

the model is very difficult and as such making an appropriate comparison with the hydrological 

estimates is not possible. For all events out of bank flows from the Naas Stream and Broadfield River 

join up across the Millbrook area and there is transfer of flow from one catchment to another. It would 

be expected that the comparison made upstream at the HEP: 09_454_inter (Ch 5476.48) is more 

reflective of the Broadfield River and its anchoring to the estimates. 
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The modelled peak flows in the Naas Stream at the three HEPs near the downstream extents are 

between 30-69% lower than estimated peak flows for the 10%, 1% and 0.1% simulated events. During 

all three events there is significant out of bank flooding and a large number of hydraulic restrictions. 

The main reasons identified for the reduction in modelled flow when compared to the hydrological 

estimates are as follows: 

• As discussed previously, flows from the Broadfield catchment are highly attenuated by the 

lakes at Ballymore Road. 

• A culvert on the Blessington Road restricts flows from the upper Naas Stream catchment. 

• Significant flood attenuation is provided by a low lying area of land adjacent to Mill Lane just 

upstream of the HEP, before discharge into the canal. This flooding overflows into the canal 

and generally does not rejoin the modelled watercourse downstream.  

It can also be shown from the graph below that the sum of the inflows to the Naas system is sufficient 

to generate the total flow that is estimated at the check HEP. The hydrological methods upon which 

the check estimates are based include for only a slight degree of attenuation (FARL = 0.978 on 

Broadfield, FARL = 1 on Naas Stream) whereas the model through hydraulic structures, restrictions 

and floodplain storage is reducing the total peak inflow to a fraction of its un-attenuated potential peak 

 

 

Total Inflow to Model at 
09_1490_1_RPS (Naas Ch. 5106.54) 
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The table shows that flow in the Bluebell River is within 2% of estimated peak flows for return periods 

10% and 1% AEP return periods. The modelled peak flow in the Bluebell River is 24% lower than 

estimated peak flows during the 0.1% AEP return period simulation. This is due to flood flows 

exceeding channel capacity upstream of the HEP and flowing overland reducing flows passing the 

HEP. As the peak flows are a good match at 10% and 1% AEP events it would suggest that at the 

0.1% AEP the discrepancy is down to variations in hydraulic attenuation performance at extreme flood 

flows. 

The modelled peak flows in the Tobertom River are between 16-63% higher for the 10%, 1% and 

0.1% simulated events when compared with the estimated peak flows. The sum of the inflows was 

checked to ensure that additional inflows were not being entered to the model. The sums of the inflows 

ranged from 6 to 10% higher than the check flows and as such it was considered that this is not the 

source of the discrepancy for this short tributary. A review of where the modelled flows were extracted 

(close to the confluence with the Haynestown) found that at the HEP (09_706_1) there is transfer of 

flow from the Haynestown and this is considered the difference between the modelled flows and 

hydrological estimate. 

The modelled flows in the Haynestown River are between 35-66% lower during the 10%, 1% and 

0.1% simulated events when compared with the estimated peak flows. A bridge structure in the 

Haynestown River (Ch approx 2142) causes flow to back up, upstream of the HEP, overtopping the 

banks and flowing overland along the Tipper East Road where they flow into the Westown tributary 

catchment reducing flows passing the HEP. Flooding increases for more extreme AEP events which 

reduces the proportion of flood flow in the modelled river. Although this is due to the amount of 

floodplain flow between both rivers, the value of lost water cannot be easily counted. The Annagall Cut 

branches off from the Haynestown River at an approximate chainage of 1998, which further reduces 

the flood flow out of the catchment that will pass the HEP. The modelled peak flows in the Westown 

River are between 35 and 128% higher than the hydrologically estimated peak flows during the 10%, 

1% and 0.1% simulated events as a result of flood flows leaving the Haynestown River. The modelled 

peak flows in the Johnstown River are between 365 and 516% higher than the hydrologically 

estimated peak flows during the 10%, 1% and 0.1% simulated events as a result of flood flows leaving 

the Haynestown River and ending up in the Johnstown watercourse. Given the complexity of the flood 

flow routes and the transfers between catchments upstream of the Johnstown area it is impossible to 

compare modelled flows in the channel and floodplain with hydrological estimates which consider only 

the flow generated in the catchment. The gauging station HEP on the Morell River labelled 

09044_RPS is located 350m downstream of the model extents. At this HEP all the flows have 

combined again and an assessment of the overall anchoring for the Morell portion of the model can be 

made. Although this HEP is downstream of the modelled extents (just downstream of the confluence 

of the Morell and Hartwell Rivers) a comparison can be made with the sum of the modelled flows at 

the downstream extents of both rivers by combining the hydrographs. This comparison showed that 

the difference between the combined modelled flows and the hydrological estimates is within 6% for 

the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP events. Although it cannot be demonstrated that individual tributary 
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watercourses within the Morell portions of the model are well anchored, due to the transfer of flood 

flows between catchment, it is demonstrated that overall the Morell catchment portion of the model is 

well anchored to the hydrological estimates. 

The modelled peak flows in the Stands River are 9 and 7% lower than the estimated peak flows for the 

10% and 1% AEP events respectively. For the 0.1% AEP event however the modelled flows are vastly 

larger (233% higher). It can be observed from the model that during this event a flood route develops 

on the left bank of the Morell and flooding joins the Stands watercourse to the west, just upstream of 

the HEP. As such it is considered that this is the reason for the discrepancy in the 0.1% AEP event 

and the modelled flows can be considered to be well anchored to the hydrological estimates based on 

the 10% and 1% AEPs. 
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APPENDIX A.4 

List of all model files provided with this report 

 

MIKE FLOOD MIKE 21 MIKE 21 RESULTS 
HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q10 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q10 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q10 
HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q100 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q100 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q100 
HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q1000 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q1000 HA09_NAAS6B_M21_DES_2_Q1000 

 
HA09_NAAS6B_dfs2_DES_2 

 
 

RoughnessNassWaterco_v02 
  

MIKE 11 - SIM FILE & RESULTS FILE MIKE 11 - NETWORK FILE MIKE 11 - CROSS-SECTION FILE MIKE 11 - BOUNDARY FILE 
HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q100 HA09_NAAS6B_NWK_DES_2 HA09_NAAS6B_XNS_DES_2 HA09_NAAS6B_BND_DES_2_Q10 
HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q100 

  
HA09_NAAS6B_BND_DES_2_Q100 

HA09_NAAS6B_M11_DES_2_Q1000 
  

HA09_NAAS6B_BND_DES_2_Q1000 
MIKE 11 - DFS0 FILE   MIKE 11 - HD FILE & RESULTS FILE   
HA09_NAAS6B_DFS0_Q10_v02 

 
HA09_NAAS6B_HD_CAL_5_Q10 

 HA09_NAAS6B_DFS0_Q100_v02 
 

HA09_NAAS6B_HD_CAL_5_Q100 
 HA09_NAAS6B_DFS0_Q1000_v02 

 
HA09_NAAS6B_HD_CAL_5_Q1000 

 HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q10 
   HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q10_v02 
   HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q100 
   HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q100_v02 
   HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q1000 
   HA09_NAAS6B_TURNinput_DFS0_Q1000_v02 
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GIS Deliverables - Hazard 
Flood Extent Files (Shapefiles) Flood Depth Files (Raster) Water Level and Flows (Shapefiles) 
Fluvial Fluvial Fluvial 
E30EXFCD100C0 E30DPFCD100C0 E30NCCDC0 
E30EXFCD010C0 E30DPFCD010C0  
E30EXFCD001C0 E30DPFCD001C0  
   
Flood Zone Files (Shapefiles) Flood Velocity Files (Raster) Flood Defence Files (Shapefiles) 
 To be issued with Final version of this report Defended Areas 
E30ZNFCD010  E30FECD010 
E30ZNFCD001   
  Defence Failure Extent 
  E30FECD010 
   
   
   
   
 
GIS Deliverables - Risk 
Specific Risk - Inhabitants  (Raster) General Risk - Economic (Shapefiles) General Risk-Environmental (Shapefiles) 
Fluvial One UoM Map  
E30RIFCD100C0   
E30RIFCD100C0   
E30RIFCD100C0   
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